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Project Objectives: The hypothesis of this ground-based project was that simulated
microgravity may be used to recreate with high fidelity the in vivo environment in tissue culture.
The objectives were to determine whether 1) simulated microgravity induces differentiation within
poorly differentiated human colon carcinoma cells that are similar to that observed in experimental
metastases in vivo in nude mice and 2) the use of simulated microgravity helps define the
experimental metastatic potential of human colorectal carcinoma.
Patents or Inventions: None
Work Accomplished:
Objective 1: Differentiation Induction in MIP-101 Human Colon Carcinoma Cells
A. CEA Expression is Associated With Differentiation
The original focus of this application was on mechanisms of differentiation. We have been
interested in the role of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in colorectal carcinoma. CEA is a 180
kDa glycoprotein that is a member of the immunoglobulin super gene family. It also has its own
subfamily with such homologous members as nonspecific cross-reacting antigen (NCA) and
biliary glycoprotein (BGP). NCA exists in two isoforms of 50 and 90 kDa that share the same
protein but have different degrees of glycosylation. BGP has four isoforms which are created by
alternate splicing of mRNA. The importance of this is that all three proteins act as cell adhesion
molecules in vitro. Since M/P-101 cells did not display CEA either at the protein or mRNA level,
we studied whether growth in the rotating wall vessel (RWV) would lead to an increase in CEA
expression. This is important because work by other investigators has shown that CEA expression
is enhanced in cells as they are induced to differentiate by such inducers as sodium butyrate.
One of the first parts of this project was to set up appropriate controls for the RWV
cultures. MIP-101 cells grow well in monolayer culture, remaining in log phase until the medium
is exhausted through cell overcrowding (Appendix I). We then determined whether MIP-101 cells
grow in static 3-D growth by culture on a non-stick surface. Tissue culture flasks or Petri dishes
were coated with poly-HEMA a non-stick agent that forces cells to round up and grow in
spheroids. In this condition, MIP-101 ceils form three-dimensional aggregates that have loose
intercellular connections. However, the only difference between these static 3-D cultures and the
RWV cultures is the rotation used for suspension. Thus, static 3-D cultures refer to MIP-101 cells
grown as loose aggregates on a sterile non-stick surface. The proliferation of MIP-101 cells either
in static 3-D or in the RWV was less than that of the monolayer cultures for the first 200 hours.
When MIP-101 cells were cultured in the RWV for 3-6 days, we found that there was an
increase by immunoperoxidase staining of cells in RWV cultures but not in monolayer or in static
3-D cultures. These last cultures are the appropriate controls because cells are allowed to grow in
three dimensions but on a non-stick surface so that they pile up and form 3-D structures. Results
were even more striking when the cultures were continued for longer periods of time. The MIP-
101 cells displayed considerable amounts of immunoreactive CEA at 8-14 days of culture in the
RWV. These results are in press in "In Vitro Cell Growth and Differentiation" and a preprint is
enclosed (Appendix I). This lead us to conclude that differentiation was induced in the RWV and
that this resulted in enhanced expression of CEA, presumably at both the gene transcript and the
gene product level.
This conclusion was not entirely correct. Western blots were performed that demonstrated
that there was an increase in the 180 kDa form of immunoreactive CEA proteins. However, there
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wasanevengreaterincreasein theamountof NCA 50-55kDaproducedin theMIP-101RWV
cultures. Immunoperoxidasestudieshadbeenperformedon tissuesectionswith anantibodythat
wasconsideredto bespecificfor the180kDaCEA andnot to reactwith NCA. However,we
developedacompetitivePCRtechniquethatallowedusto measuretheabsolutelevelsof gene
transcriptsandfoundthatthelevelsof CEAgenetranscriptswerebarelydetectablelimits in
monolayerculturedcellsanddid notincreaseincellsculturedin theRWV for 6 days.CEA
mRNA levelsdid not increaseineithermonolayerorstatic3-Dcultures.However,NCAgene
transcriptsweredetectedin MIP-101monolayerculturesand increased 40-fold in 6 day RWV
cultures. There was a smaller increase in monolayer and static 3D cultures. Thus, we have the
interesting conundrum that gene transcripts for NCA are increased in the RWV to a much greater
extent than CEA but that the amount of CEA is also increased presumably through enhanced
translation of barely detectable levels of gene transcripts.
Since the amount of CEA gene transcript was extremely low, we have not pursued this
further, however, this is an interesting problem that should be further explored because it suggests
that there is differential gene regulation in a set of genes that was thought to be regulated
coordinately.
B. Cell Proliferation
During the studies of CEA expression it was noticed that MIP-101 cells in the RWV
cultures were continually enlarging. This occurred as the culture proliferation rate gradually
decreased (Figure 1 Below). When flow cytometry was performed, the MIP-101 cells in the RWV
were actually arresting in the G2 phase of the cell cycle. For cells to proliferate they have to
progress from a resting state (GO) into G1, then into S phase where DNA is synthesized, a second
gap phase (G2) and then into mitosis to begin the cycle all over again. DNA damage from
radiation, genotoxic agents and chemotherapeutic agents often cause cell cycle arrest in G1 or G2.
However, we did not expect to find cells accumulating in G2. We have subsequently analyzed this
and have found that in MIP-101 cells this G2 arrest is associated with extremely high levels of
cyclin B, low p34 cdc2 kinase activity and low CDC 25C protein levels. We have subsequently
performed more RWV cultures with other human colon carcinoma cell lines and believe that this
G2 arrest is a common event. This has lead to the development of a subsequent NRA grant
application that was successfully competed that focuses on the effect of the RWV on the cell cycle.
The G2 arrest does not occur in monolayer culture or in static 3-D cultures (Figure 2 Below).
These alterations that lead to a G2 arrest are not present in cells proliferating in monolayer culture
or in static 3D culture. Therefore, it appears that this may be a response of the MIP-101 cells to
rotation. This may be extremely important because many carcinoma cells die as they traverse the
circulation. The growth and suspension within the circulation may be quite similar to the RWV.
Thus, this may allow us to investigate events that occur more commonly than we might have
otherwise suspected. A manuscript is in preparation.
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Figure 1. MIP-101 Cells Progressively Enlarge In The RWV
Cultures. All Cells Observed in RWV cultures on the Day Indicated With the Same 40x
Objective On Nikon Diaphot Fitted With An Optronics CCD Integrating Video Camera and Without
Any Other Image Size Manipulation. Cells cultured as in Figure i, fixed and stained from
samples harvested on date indicated. H & E stain. Cells detach from beads, grow in
suspension, and progressively enlarge, m is i0 _.
Figure 2. MIP-101 Cells Accumulate in G2/M in Rotating RWV Cultures But Not in
Stationary Monolayer or Static 3-D Cultures.
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Legend: MIP-101 cells
were cultured as
described in Figure 1
in T-25 flasks
(Monolayer), on
non-stick Petri dishes
to form stationary
spheroids (Static 3-D),
and in the RWV.
Samples were harvested
as described for Figure
3 on the day indicated
and analyzed by flow
cytometry. The DNA
histograms indicate
that Static 3-D
cultures are similar in
distribution to the
original inoculum (Day
0). Monolayer cultures
display soma increase
in the G2 fraction but
the RWV culture
displays not only
increased G2/M but also
an 8 C population.
C. Upregulation Of Expression of CD44
The formation of 3-D aggregates has lead to fundamental understanding of chemotherapy
resistance. Dr. Robert Kerbel and his associates in Toronto have found that growth in static 3-D
cultures by some tumor cells is associated with resistance to chemotherapy. The morphology of
spheroids is essential for this resistance because only spheroids that form compact and dense
structures are resistant to chemotherapy. Dr. Kerbel has found that hyaluronidase inhibits
compaction of spheroids and increases the sensitivity of these tumor cells to chemotherapy. Since
hyaluronic acid is the ligand for CD44, we have examined the relationship between CD44
expression and the formation of spheroids in the RWV and static 3-D cultures. We have found that
in the RWV culture and to a lesser extent in static 3-D culture the expression of CD44 and its
variants is markedly enhanced in MIP-101 cells. This is important because we would expect that
M/P-101 cells would form relatively loose spheroids because they have low levels of CD44
expression. The spheroids formed in the RWV tend to be loose. We have created transfectants
that overexpress CD44 and are beginning to assess the effects of this overexpression on growth
regulation. These studies may demonstrate that CD44 does, in fact, have a role in the growth of
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cellsin tumorsespeciallyastheyformmetastasesand3 dimensionalgrowthatdistantsites.We
arevery interestedin thehow thisoccursandtheRWV mayprovideusuniqueinsightsinto
successfultumorcell growth.
Objective2: To UseSimulatedMicrogravityTo Define The Experimental Metastatic Potential Of
Human Colorectal Carcinoma.
A difficult aspect of the analysis of the process of metastasis is to determine how cells
interact with the host parenchyma. In the past, investigators have cultured tumor cells with
fragments of normal tissue and then assessed whether tumor cells that adhered to or grew in these
fragments displayed any increase in metastatic potential when put back into an experimental host.
Experiments involved placing tumor cells that were selected for either adherence or growth on
these fragments back into an animal host to determine whether the metastatic potential of the cells
was increased by the selection of an interaction with a host. This approach generally demonstrated
that either adherence or some other property of growth within the fragments for the metastatic site
selected for precursor cells more metastatic than the parental unselected population. Unfortunately,
the degree of molecular analysis allowed by this type of an approach was somewhat limited and
gave way to approaches that allowed more defined molecular properties. However, when
combined with RWV cultures, this approach may allow for a more dynamic interaction and a better
understanding of how tumor cells interact with the host parenchyma.
We began our studies by determining whether normal mouse liver fragments could survive
in the RWV. Liver has been a difficult organ to grow and attempts to use either defined factors,
selected subpopulations of normal liver cells or other approaches have generally not been
satisfactory. However, when we cultured dissected 2-3 mm pieces of mouse liver in the RWV, we
found that these fragments were viable as determined by calcein AM staining as well as by routine
histopathologic examination (Appendix 2). These liver fragments remained viable for as long as
14 days in the RWV. This now permitted us the opportunity to determine whether or not tumor
cells that have different metastatic potential for growth in mouse liver might interact differently with
this viable liver culture system.
We have determined with radioisotope tracer studies and intravital fluorescence
videomicroscopy 0VFM) that human colorectal carcinoma cells colonize mouse liver with different
degrees of success. Highly metastatic cells are those in which tumor ceils grow in 50% of mice
after 2 x 106 viable tumor cells are injected into the spleen and enter the liver through the portal
vein. Weakly metastatic cells are those that form liver colonies in less than 20% of mice after a
similar number of viable tumor cells have been injected into the spleen. We found that metastatic
potential is proportional to the number of tumor cells that remain viable at 24 hr after implantation.
Thus, nearly ten-fold more highly metastatic CX-1 cells survive in the liver 24 hr after tumor
implantation than weakly metastatic Clone A cells (Appendix 2). Thus, a postulate was that
survival of metastatic precursor cells was simply a result of being able to grow and proliferate
within normal hepatic parenchyma. However, both CX-1 and Clone A cells proliferated at the
same rate when co-cultured with normal mouse liver fragments cultured in the RWV (Appendix 2).
This suggests that normal mouse liver is not more toxic to weakly metastatic cells than highly
metastatic cells. It also suggests that the events that distinguish highly from weakly metastatic
carcinomas are due to interactions with a hepatic parenchyma that is altered during the implantation
of the cancer cells. As a result, experiments were started to examine how the act of implantation
altered the physiology of mouse liver so that it was more toxic to weakly metastatic tumor ceils
than to highly metastatic tumor cells.
Before performing the RWV cultures with ischemic liver fragments, however, we
attempted to determine whether endothelial cells were toxic for Clone A cells. The IVFM studies
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suggestedthatwhenhumancolorectalcarcinomaimplantin theliver theyprimarilycontactthe
endothelialceilslining thehepaticsinusoid.Earlierstudiesby ourgrouphadshownthatKupffer
cells, the fixed macrophages of the liver, were not toxic to any of the human colorectal carcinoma
cell lines unless they were activated by cytokines. In addition, the pit cells which are the
intrahepatic natural killer cell population did not lyse human colorectal carcinoma cells unless
activated by cytokines. When hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cells were isolated and established as
primary cultures, they were cytotoxic to the weakly metastatic Clone A ceils but not the CX-1 cells
(Appendix 3).
The IVFM studies suggested that the hepatic sinusoid became ischemic after tumor cell
implantation just as an embolus causes ischemia with the microcirculation. This ischemia causes a
transient loss of hepatocytes and endothelial ceils which then produces a change in the hepatic
microenvironment that favors the growth of CX-1 and is deleterious to Clone A. The RWV was
used to model this by taking fragments of mouse liver made ischemic for 3 min prior to harvest by
clamping the blood supply in the porta hepatis before harvesting the mouse liver. The mouse liver
fragments were cultured for 24 hr in the RWV and the hepatocytes remained viable because they
metabolized calcein AM. However, the endothelial cells that lined the sinusoids were lysed and the
Kupffer and other nonparenchymal cells also disappeared. When Clone A and CX-1 cells were
now cultured with these ischemic liver fragments, the Clone A cells were killed while the CX-1
cells remained viable. This was important because it now suggests that the ischemic alterations
which occur in the hepatic microcirculation after tumor cells implant in the sinusoid lead to changes
in the host microenvironment that are more toxic to weakly metastatic Clone A cells than to highly
metastatic cells. This is an extremely important observation because it suggests that metastasis may
depend upon the response of the tumor cell to ischemia within the microcirculation. We have gone
on to demonstrate that inhibitors of nitric oxide synthesis do not alter the morphologic changes
within these ischemic liver fragments but, in fact, prevent these ischemic liver fragments from
being toxic to Clone A cells. Thus, the toxicity of ischemia may involve a nitric oxide-dependent
event that leads to tumor cell death. As a result of this NASA -sponsored work in the RWV, we
have now formulated a new hypothesis concerning the role of reactive oxygen species in
metastasis. A manuscript is in preparation on the effects of ischemia on normal mouse liver
cultured in the RWV and its effect on tumor cells.
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INDUCTION OF CARCINOEMBRYONIC ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN A TtlREE-
DIMENSIONAL CULTURE SYSTEM
J. M. JESSUP,' D. BROWN. 9: FITZGERALD. R. D. FORD. A. NACHMAN. 1". J. GOODWIN. ANt) G. SPAULDING
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Life .'icience._, H_u.st, a. Te._z 77f).gA ( D. B., W. E ); Biotechnology Pn_grang Joh_t,,n Slmce Center, Nation,d Aert_mtutics ,tnd Slstce
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_UMMARY
MIP-101 is a poorly differentiated human cohm carcinoma ceil line established front ascites that produces minimM
amounLs of earcinocmbrynnic antigen (CEA). a 180 kDa glycoprotein tumor marker, and non.specific cross-reacting antigen
(NCA). a related protein that has 50 and 90 kDa isofi_rms, in monolayer culture. However. MIP-101 produces CEA when
implanted intn the peritoneum of nude mice but not when implanted into subcutaneous tissue. We tested whether three-
dimeusi.nM (3D) growth was a sufficient sdmulus to produce CEA and NCA 50/90 in M1P-101 cells, becau.-_ cells grow
in 3D in rico rather than in twrr-dimeusions (2D) as occurs in monolayer cultures. To do this. MIP-101 cells were cultured
on microcarrier beads in 3D cultures, either in static cultures a.s nonadherent aggregates or under dynamic conditions in
a NASA-designed l.w shear stress bioreactor. MIP-101 cells proliferated well under all three c,mditions and incre_ed
CEA and NCA production three- to four-fold when gn_wn in 3D cultures compared to MIP-101 ceils growing logarithmically
in monolaye_. These results suggest that 3D growth/n t'itro simulates tumor function in t'i_'r, and that 3D g'cowth by iL_lf
may enhance prmluclion of molecules that are associated with the metastatic process. -:
Key words: Author:. Please supply up to 6 key words.
INTRO I)UCTION
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is a 180 kDa glycoprotein that
is released by human c.lonic epithelial ceils into either the lumen
of the gastrointestinal tract or the circulation. The function of CEA
is not well-defined but as a member of the immunoglobulin.supergene
family it may be involved with intercellular adhesion (19). Interest-
ingly, an elevated concentration of CEA in the blo_l of patients who
undergo resection of an apparently localized bowel carcinoma is often
associated with the presence or subsequent appearance of metastases
in the liver or lung (7.27). Experimental hepatic metastasis by human
coiorectal carcinomas in athymic nude mice is also associated with
the serum level of CEA in the patient from whom the tumor is ob-
tained (4.11) or CF.A expression by the tumor cells (25). While CEA
may be an adhesion molecule, it also has a humoral effect on me-
tastasis because systemic pretreatment with CEA increases the 'abil-
ity of human colorectal carcinoma cells to colonize the liver, even
when the neoplasm does not itself produce CEA (14). Thus. CEA is
associated with the metastasis of coloreetal carcinoma cells and con-
ditions that increase the production of CEA by colorectal cancer cells
may increase their potential for metastasis.
Poorly differentiated MIP-101 human culorectal carcinoma cells
secrete little CEA/n ritro in monolayer culture (26). Monolayer col-
lured MIP-101 ce/ls form tumor nodules when implanted in subcu-
tangos tissue but do not pr, Muce either CEA or spontaneous me-
nTo wh(}m cnrres[mndence ,h_rah{ be addre,,_,ed al 1 l0 Francis Slreei. Suite
3-A. B_,./on..Ma,._chu.'..elt._ 02215.
tastases (26). Furthem,ore. mon.layer cultured MIP-101 ceils rarely
produce experimental metastases in liver or lung when injected in-
trasplenically or intravenously into nude mice (26). However. MIP-
101 cells implanted in the peritoneum .f nude mice develop nodules
that produce CEA and fi_rm spontane, us hematogenous metas "rases
in liver and lung (26). Becau.._e MIP-101 cells were ori0n'ally isolated
from the peritoneal cavity of a patient (17). they appear to produce
CEA and spontaneous metastases when implanted in the same or
orthntopic site from which they were harvested. The conventional
interpretation of these findings invokes the seed-soil hypothesis of
Paget (21). which states that the metastatic precar,za_r cell (the fight
"seed) will only produce a metastasis if planted in the appropriate
organ site (the right snail). Thus. the microenvironment of the host
permits or even supports the malignant behavior of a cancer. In the
MIP-101 model, the microenvironment nf the peritoneum appears to
actively support the prraluetion of CEA and metastases by MIP-101
cells while the microenvironment of the subcutaneous tissue does
not.
However. certain characteristics of the malignant phenotype may
not depend on the interaction between host and neoplastic cells, but
depend instead on the growth of the neoplastic cells in three-dimen-
si,mM (3D) conformation_ that mimic the growth pattern of tumor
cells in t'it'o. Rak and Kerbei have f.und that both clonal dominance
(22) anti resistance to chem.therapy (8) are facilitated when cells
_.w a.s 3D _pheroids rather than as t_,_dimensional (2D) monolay-
ers. Furthermore. the behavior _f the tumor cells mimics their func-
ti.n in tit'. withnut interacti-n with .stmnr, d cells {8).
]1-'_-)I I' ET %1.
thzr pur I ..... . :,_- h, ,I,'t,'rmin," if ?,D _r,,_,.'h :n ,ttr, i,,h:,',',l fit,'
rxprr>>i.u ,,1"CE.\ It1 p,,-rly ditfcrentiatrd _,llJ'-[I)1 huntarl q:,h,rec-
tal cart'il,,nla c_'[I- thai ,1-n,,t pr.duvr CE:\ in m,,n-laycr culture:..
_e te.-ted this h.vp.thrsi._ by evaluating the effect .f gr, wth in both
static attd dvnantic 3D ctdture systems-n .MIP-I0I cell.-.. MIP-101
cell.', were cultured .n rotor.carrier beads and all-t*ed to f, rm clus-
ters that were then analyzed fi_r the expressi.n of CEA. Previ.u._ly.
we have :,h,wn that human c-l.n carcin.ma cell lines cta:ultivated
with stnmml cell.-, in a NASA-de._igned 3D culture system induces
differentiati,m and muein pnMuction that is morpholngic_ally similar
to that in tumor.', implanted in nude mice (5). Such differentiation
and mucin pw, ducti,n does not occur in similar c,euhures in 2D
monolayers (5). Thus. we determined whether 3D growth was asso--
elated with the induction of CEA expr_sion in MIP-101 ceils that
nomtally .sly express, CEA when intplanted orthotopically in nude
mice. We compared gr, wth in standard monolayer cultures to that in
nonadherent bacteri',d petri dishes (smile 3D culture system) or in
the NASA-d_.,igned rotating wall vessel (RWV. a dynamic 3D culture
system in which ceils on microcarrier beads are rotated around the
horizontal axis under low shear stress). _,_ ob_r','ed that production
of both CEA and nonspeeific cn_s.s-reaeting antigen (NCA) .'50/90
were stimulated by 3D growth.
•_IATERIAL_ AND METHODS
Cell cultures. For dynamic 3D cultun_.. MIP-101 colon carcinoma cells
were seeded into four RWV_ (Synthecom Inc.. Houston. "IX.), with 5 mg./ml
C._odex 3 microcarrier heuals (Sisma Chemical Co.. St. Louis. MO) at 15 cells
I_ per be.ad and the vessels were adjusted to rotate at 30-35 rpm...ks a static
I_ 3D cffl_ture q_ttrol. 3.%ram nonadherent petri dishes (Opdlux. Falcon. Lin-
t,'_oln Park.._) ,*,'ere seeded with MIP-101 ceils and microcarrler heads at
k.._r concentration.,, identical to that in the vessels. In addition. 2.5_..m 2 flasks were
seedml with .MIP-101 ceiLs as a 2D monohyer culture control. All ceils were
cultured in GTSF-2 medium (6). The experiment was conducted for 14 d and
cultures were replenished as needed {every. 24 h decreasing to every 8 h).
Cell and medium ,.amples were harvested every. 4 d. Quick frozen cell sam-
ples (1 X 10: cells) were harvested for western blot analysis at Days O, 8.
12, and 14. Cell ,amples were harvested on Days 4. 8. and 14 and these
specimens fixed in Omnifix (Xenetics, Tuetin. CA) for immunohistochemical
studies. At the eml of the experiment, growth curves were based on nuclei
counts. Froeen cell samples were analyzed on western blots for CEA.
lmmunohistochemisuT, and western blots, lmmunohistochemical 'analysis
was performed on paraffin, emhedded serial sections of MIP-IO1 microcarrier
bead cultm'es. Five micron thick sections were prepared by RMC, Inc. ('ruc-
san. AZ) and stained with an anti-CEA monoclonal antibody (Boehringer
Mamtheim Biochemical& Indianapolis, IN). The mum primary antibody
was identified with a rabbit anti-mouse antibody conjugated with horseradish
pemxidase and the reaction developed with diaminobenzidene.
Coils (- 1 x 10') werv, pxtrocted in 300 I,d of lysis buffer [60 mJ4 n-Octyi-
13-D-glucopyranoside (Si"0na), in 25 nul, f MES, pH 6.5 fReseateh Organics,
Cleveland. OH), in ddHt0 with protease inhibitofs] and produced approxi-
mately 1 mg/ml of protein. SDS-PAGE was then conducted in 7.5% gels under
reducing comlitions with 50 lag of protein loaded per lane. Samples were
electrophoresed at 60V for 18 h and transferred to 0.45 I.tm nitrocellulase
membranes. The western blots were performed with either a routine IgG
moAlux:lanal anti-CEA antibody (Zymed Laboratories, San Francisco. CA) or
) :_-28.2. a murlne IgG raised to NCA 50/90 that was provided courtesy of Dr.
J. L. Ehing./Molecular Therapeutics, Miles Laboratories. West Haven. CN).
Blots were hlocked with 10% dry milk in 0.1% Tween-20 and washed with
0.1% Tween-20 in 0.15 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). pH 7.4. The
primary, antibq_lie.- were detected with a sheep anti-mouse lgG conjugated
w_h peroxida." .,e (Amersham Life Science. Ruckinghamshire, UK) using the
_ECL {Amersham). Quantitation of the relative amounts of CEA orproct_,
NCA protein-,, detected n the western blots was achieved by scanning the
hlots with a 8at bed _-anner (Micmtek 600Z.5. Micmtek Lab, Torrance. CA)
into Photoshop 2..5.1 (Adohe Systems. Mountain View. C_0 on a Macintosh
Qu'.ulra 9.'_,O4Apple Computer Co.. CuperTino. CAL lmag_ were then ana-
a r"
s
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FI_. I. Growth curv,,_, of MIP-IO1 cells under different conditions. 3 X
10 _ eelL.Jml were incubated in monolayer_ in T-25 flasks. (R. T-25) or an
Cvlndex 3 micna:arrier I_ead, in either nonstick petri dishes (_. Petri) or in
tt_e N.'Lg.A.'designed rotating wall ,.'es_-,el (RWV) (._d.Results are pre_nted
as mean • SEM frtma four .-.eparate R_"V experiments anti two separate
experimenL'_ each for %25 and pets'dish cultures.
I_ed in IPLab (Signal Analytics Corp.. Vienna. VA) and computed to blo;s
t;f partially purified NCA and CF--_ proteins as inte_ stamla/xt:h (_
St,aisti_s. Results are p_nted as the mean 4" St..n. Comparisons among
means were performed by" one-way analysis of variance using StatView II
{Abacus Concepts. Berkele S CA_ on an Apple Macintosh computer {Cuper-
tino. CAL Level of significance wa.- 5'7,- or less.
R E_U L_!_
C.rm,'th o.f .l,llP-lfll celL, in ritro. MIP-101 cell cultures were ini-
tiated at 3 X 10 "scelldnd either as mum,layer cultures in "['-25 flasks
or on micmcarrier beads at 15 cells/bead in either static (in 35-ram
potri dishes) or dynamic 0ow shear stress RWV cultures) 3D cul-
tures. Cells grew ,,.ell in all three conditions with the monolayer
cultures plateauing at Day 8 (Fig. 1). The petri and RWV cultures
continued to proliferate the full 14 d. Doubling times during the first
8 d averaged 45.8. 56.1. and 52.3 h for the Petri. RW'V. and "I"-25
cultures, respectively. Viability was 95% or greater at each time point
by try,pan blue dye exeluslon..-Uthough monolayer cultures remained
predominandy as monolayers at least through 8 d (Fig. 2 A). both the
static (Fig. 2 B) and d.vnamic (Fig. 2 C) euhures produced mtdtilayer
cell cultures indicating 3D growth. After 8 cL the monolayer cultures
began to pile up and were no longer strictly monolayers. Thus. all
three conditions led to growth of viable MIP-101 cells, although the
monolayer culture entered a plateau phase by 8 d that was not ap-
parent in either the static or dynamic 3D eulture s_tem.
Detection of CEA in the c?'toplasm of 3D MIP-IOI cultures. Mono-
layer and 3D cultures -f MIP-IO1 ceils were harvested and an',dyzed
fi)r expression of CEA-rdated pn_tein.s by inmtunohistochemistry.
Munolayer cultures in the ex_mend',d pha.:-.e did n,t react with the
anfi-CEA momx:hmal antib_ly (Fig. 3). While trace expr_sion of
CEA-related pn_tein, a'a_ evident by Day 4. in the RWV cuhure_.
\,td,,,r.-[,b-+t-.- -,U,?+I+,t _.,;+.'..: I,,..,,I,-+
"++
. +.
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Fit;. 2. Pattern (_f_)wth under ,liffPrent c_mdilion.._.MIP-101 celLs were euhu_d as mtmolayer_ in T-2.5 flasks (A).in static 3D cultures
on micrt_:arvier t_.ad+ in nun+tick p_tri di.-,hP,. (B). nr in dynamic 3D cuhur-+ in the n+tating wail v_l (RWV) (Ch MIP-101 cells form
muitihy+r slnwtttre_., nn mier_+arrie'rb,-ad, in both p-In anti RWV eultur_,. A and B are at x40. whe_a.s C is at x 10. Arrow in B
den.l_ the ,"d+,".f the" mi('n_<'amer l_ad.
®
the expression increased in 8- and 14-d culture... ,Fig. 4 A-C). Cul-
tures in the petri dishes were similar, ahh,ugh .,lightly less intense
at each time point (Fig. 4 D--F). Expressi.n wa.++ha:alized in the
cytoplasm and was not present in plasma membranes of MIP-101
ceils (Fig. 4 C and F).
Identification of C£4 and NCA proteins in MIP-IOI cultures. Be-
cause the immunohistoehemical analysis may identify either 180
kDa CEA or 50 or 90 kDa NCA. we +.+oughtto detemtine which CEA-
related proteins are expres._+tl in MIP-101 cells bm_wn under the
different conditions. Western blot.-+()f extracts of .MIP-101 cells were
probed with monoelonal antit.a_ie.-, directed to NCA or CEA. Extract_
of MIP-101 cells growing exp.nentially in man.layer culture dis-
played small amount_ of CEA and b, rh .'30 and 90 kDa NCA pn)teins
(Fig. 5 A and B). However. extracts of either the petri or RWV 3D
cultures ga_wn for 12 d expres,,ed increased am.unts of both 180
kDa CEA and the 50 kDa NCA pn,teins [Fig..5.4 and B). When
densitomela'y was perfommd and the am.unL.+ +)f pr, teins compared
to standards of partially purified CEA .r .NC.x, (data not .-,h.wn). the
amount of 180 kDa CEA wa.- increa.-ed 6.2-fiJhl in the petri culture
and 4.2-7.4 in the RWV culture.... It i.., n,,t clear _hv tree ,_f the RWV
cultures did not pn_duce CEA. alth.ugh it clearly c.ntained NCA
(Fig. 5 A and B). Alth.ugh the am,rant {_fcA) kDa NCA wa.- n,,t
incre_ significantly in the_D culture.., trati,,,- -f HV+'V:n_.mdayer
culture extracts of 94) kDa NCA _ere ,,nlv 0.9-2. L _hile the petri
,#a: _'..• /at ,'w,*"A,_,z,v_ ,_P ,v'C_'.",9.
di-h rati. wa.-. 1.2). the am,,unt of 50 kDa NCA was significantly
increased in the 3D cultures (9.4-fold in the petri dish culture and
3.8-10.O-fidd in the Rg"V cultures compared to the amount in the
m,,n.layer cell cultures). This demonstrates that MIP-101 cells
gr.wn in a 3D culture system produce increased amounts of mature
CEA and NCA pn)teins with a relatively greater increase in the
amount .f 50 kDa NCA.
DE'3CU_SIoN
CEA functi,ms m c/tr. as an intercellular adhesion molecule since
it causes h,,m,,typic cell aggregation when transfected int(_ cells that
d- n.t ag_egate othervd_ (1.20). Human colorectal carcinoma cells
(13.15) and normal cohm epitheli',,d cells (10) also adhere to CEA
attached to a _lid pha._e through homophilic bonds. However. a role
f,,r CEA as an adhesion molecule m ui_.o has been difficult to define.
CEA stimulates experimental and. possibly, clinical metastasis by a
me<..hani.-m that d.es n.t involve cell adhesion became systemic
pretreatment increa:.,es hepatic sequestration of weakly metastatic
n,,n-CEA expre_+_ing lines. Thus. CEA increases metastatic I_)tential
by :,me hum,,ral effect that enhances sequestration of tumor ceU_
in the li_er.
_'e n-s+ rep.rt that 3D gr,,wth stimulates expre_si.n of CEA-re-
lated pr.t_.in:- in .MIP-IO1 cells. Previ,us reports have shown that
D.IK_-tI ' KT '_1..
J
Fit:. 4.. Det,q'ti.n ,,I"c,,n.im_-mbry,nic ami_t'n ICEA) in 3D CEA cultures. MIP-L01 celh were Smwn ,n micr_.arrier beads in either
the mv,ting wall _'e_:,_-I [RWV) [A.-.C) or in ,fail4. mh,rncarrier cuhure_ in mmadherent petri dlsh_ ID--F'l. On Day,, 4. {A.D). 8(B._r'k or
1.14C.F). c'uhure_ welt" har_'e.,,t_l. _-'_I. and pnx'_..,_l t'or CEA immunohislochemislry. CEA expre,Jsion w_ not evident at 4. d in either
FIWV _.4) or l'_tri (D} cuhure_. However. CEA expres_i(m was eviclenl at Day 8 (lwrouz_. B uLnd £) and incre0._-_l at Day 14. ia the Petrl
eultur_ (F) but even mor_ in the RWV culture (C"). CEA i.,, localiz,ql in the c.vt(q_lasm and does not mark intewellular Imundaries as would
he expet'ted if it "._'er_pre.._,nt in the ('ell rnemhrane. Magnificadon = X60.
=A.
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Fit';.. 5. W,..-t,-m bh)t- ,,f ,.arein,*mbo.',mh" antigen _CEA) (.11 and non-
specific crtzs.,,-rt.avtin$ antig,-n t.NCAI IB! exprv-,iftn in MIP-10I ceils cul-
turt_| under differs'n( t.tmditi,,n,. MIP-IO1 _','ll. _rr_- g.rt_wn either in mt)nqP
layer cuitur,... IM!. ,,n mi,.r,,,.arri,.'r b,..ad- in nonadlaerent petri di,h,'- {P). or
in the n)tatin+ '.,,all v,.-.--,-! +RAV, L4-DL 10: ,.ell, _er't.. extra,'tr'd and ana-
ly'zed f.r the v,m,..nt -f 18at kDu CE.k t4t .r :3o anti _) _Du NCA IB}. The
rt"suh, in, lit'atr' thai the expr,.'--i_m ,d h,,th CE.\ and ),CA pr.t,.'in,, i, in-
cr_x,,.'d in ;'_D vulturr'- ,,t \liP-it4.
expr_sion .f CEA is increa,ed by differentiation agents and cyto-
kin_ (18). as well as interfer*,n.-. ;24). It i, p_.-ible that 3D growth
stimulate.'¢ the production ,f tran.-<ripti.n factors that may also be
activated by cytokines. Clearly. further w.rk is nece, sary to deter-
mine whether the regulation ,ff CEA and NCA 50/90 occurs at the
wanscripdon'.d, po_ttransripti.nM. ,_r tram*ladonal level.
The expression of CEA-related pr,_teirts in MIP-101 in 3D culture
is relatively weak and e0nfined Io the cvt,plmm. CEA and NCA are
b_mnd t. the plasma membrane through ,_ glyco, ylphosphatidylino_-
itol (GPI)-linkage (23). Relea.,,e of CEk fn_m cells may occur by
cleavage of the GPl-linkage by an end.genous phosphatidylino, itol-
specific phospholipa.'_e (9). Because MIP-101 cells do not appear to
I.calize CEA-related pn_tein.,, tu the plasma membrane, they may
lack the ability to form the appn_priate GPI-linkage. This may a_
explain why litde CEA is relea.-ed into the medium in cultures with
high viability and l.w ..*hear .-.try,. ,ince CEA may not be released
from viable cells if it is not attached tr, the cell surface. An earlier
report suggested that CEA w-,, relea*ed by MIP-IOI cells into the
ntedium (12). but (hi:, may have reflected cell ly:,is in initi',d exper-
intents in the R_'V with higher ,hear .-,try,:, ['r_mi more turbulent
_.,,nditi,m..,. The elevated bh,,,d level.., ,,f nude mice beating (nit(-
peritoneal .MIP-]01 may reflect the lv-i.-- t)f tumor cell, as tumor
gr_m'th .ut..,trip.-, bhmd -.upply 1141 rather titan ,e-creti.n ofCEA fr_m_
viable cell._.
_.ulh.r--l,b-.J_*" -Upl,lv a IlllllZill_ h,-ad,.r
Pr.ducth.n -f CEA-related pr.teim, appear:, t. be zreater in the
RV(V than in the static n.n.,qick petri di...h culture. The RWV may
provide better nutrient mixing than the static culture ,dnce the ro-
tation pr.vides _-me mixture .f micr._:arrier bead aggregate_ thr.ugh
the medium, wherea.'_ the static sy._tem depend.., .m ,,imple diffusi,m
f.r nutrient transfer. Further work is nece,_...ary t. determine whether
.ther metahdic effects are altering gene expre_si.n, since RWV cul-
tures have similar glucose and oxygen cnn._umptions a.s monolayer
cultures do. but pnaluce more hydrogen ion and carbon dioxide on
a per cell basis (data not shown). This observation may suggest that
anaerobic metab, dism is increa.sed in the RWV and that this is as-
sociated with the expressi,m of CEA by MIP-101 ceils.
Our present data suggest that the greatest increase in expression
of CEA-related proteins occurs in the expression of .50 kDa NCA.
f.ll.wed by smaller increases in the expression of 180 kDa CEA
without much change in the expression of 90 kDa NCA. The rela-
tively greater increase in NCA expression is consistent with the rela-
tive increases that occur in NCA and CEA expression by human
bowel epithelium during neoplastic progression. As normal colon
epithelium becomes malignant, the relative expression of NCA also
increases more than the increase in CEA expression (2). Since both
50 and 90 kDa NCA have the same peptide but different degrees of
glyceeylation, the present results suggest that production of the pep-
tide may be increased but that posttranslational modification by in-
creased $1yct_yladon does not thllow in parallel.
In summary. CEA is as.,_ciated with the development of metastasis
by human colorectal carcinoma. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the fast observation that 3D culture induces expression of CEA.
Whether CEA or NCA expression is merely associated with or causes
metastasis remains to be elucidated and was nut evaluated in these
experiments. Nonetheless. CEA expression is a marker of metastatic
potenti',d in MIP-101 celia. Future studies will seek to elucidate the
mechanism by which 3D growth induces expression nf CgA-related
proteins. In addition, these experiments support the use of 3D culture
techniques to investigate host-tumor interactions. Clearly. orthotopic
implantation int. the peritoneum of nude mice permits CEA expres-
si,,n, but may not actively stimulate it. Conversely. the subcutaneous
tissue of nude mice must actively inhibit CEA expression that would
.therwise occur in a 3D nodule. Similar differences in the metastatic
behavior nf human cohm carcinomas have been noted by Fidler and
colleagues (3.16). who suggest that the environment that is similar
anatomically to the original site in which the cancer arose or metas-
tasizes (the orthotopic site) induces production of proteases and other
molecules that facilitate metastasis, whereas the subcutaneous tissue
inhibits the expression of these molecules and inhibits metastasis.
Thus. 3D growth may regulate gone expression that is not evident in
monolayer cultures "and that is further m4glulated in the host micro-
environmenL
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Implantation of human colorectal carcinoma cells
in the liver studied by in vivo fluorescence
videomicroscopy
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In vivo fluorescence videomicroscopy (IVFM) was used to analyse the behavior of weakly and highly metastatic
human colorectal carcinoma (CRC) cells during implantation in the liver. A highly metastatic human CRC cell
line, CX-I, and a weakly metastatic line, Clone A, were double-labeled with rhodamine B isothiocyanate-dextran
(Rd-Dx) to locate cells and with calcein AM to assess cell metabolic activity in an experimental metastasis model.
Double-labeled CRC cells (2.0 × 106) were injected into the spleens of groups of nude mice and the livers observed
by IVFM over the next 72 h. CRC cells were implanted within 30 s after injection into either portal venules or
the proximal third of hepatic sinusoids. Approximately 0.5% of CRC cells traversed the liver through portal-central
venous shunts and implanted in the lung. The number of CX-I cells in the liver was similar to that of Clone A
cells during the first 12 h. However, more CX-1 cells than Clone A cells remained in the liver at 24 h and were
in groups of 8-12 cells whereas only a few, single Clone A cells were detected in the liver at 72 h. Not all Clone
A cells are committed to die within 4 h of implantation because cells harvested 4 h after hepatic implantation
proliferated normally in vitro when removed from the hepatic microenvironment. Since the stress of mechanical
deformation during implantation may cause differences in cell survival, CX-I and Clone A cells were passed
through filters with 8/_m pores in vitro at 10-15 cm of water pressure to recreate the trauma of hepatic implantation.
Approximately 50% of both CX-I and Clone A cells were lysed. Furthermore, both CRC lines remained
metabolically active when co-cultivated with liver cells for at least 24 h in vitro. Thus, the difference in metastatic
potential between the two CRC lines may reside in their response to the combination of mechanical implantation
and subsequent growth in the liver parenehyma.
Keywords: hepatic sinusoids, intravital microscopy, micrometastasis
Introduction
The liver is the most common site of visceral metastasis
by human colorectal carcinoma. Unlike other
malignant neoplasms, some patients with hepatic
metastases are amenable to resection with survival
rates of 25-30% [1,2] because the original metastases
do not produce secondary metastases. What determines
either the number or pattern of hepatic metastases is
Address correspondence to: J. M. Jessup, Department of Surgery,
Deaconess Hospital, 110Francis Street Suite 3-A,Boston, MA 02215,
USA. Fax: (+ 1) 617 632 7424.
not fully understood. One approach to this problem is
to analyse how colorectal carcinoma (CRC) behave
during the early events of implantation within the liver
in an in vivo model of experimental hepatic metastasis
in athymic nude mice.
Experimental hepatic metastasis following the
intrasplenic injection of human CRC cells is a good
model for the analysis of the implantation of metastasis
because: (a) the ability of human CRC to develop liver
colonies after intrasplenic injection (i.e. 'metastatic
potential') is associated with the development of
metastases in patients [3], (b) the number of
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[125I]IdUrd-prelabeled CRC cells remaining in the
liver 4-24 h after intrasplenic injection is associated
with the subsequent appearance of liver colonies
[4], and (c) metastatic potential is directly associated
with the number of CRC cells surviving 4 h in the liver
[5]. Highly metastatic human CRC are those lines that
produce liver colonies in more than 50% of athymic
nude mice within 60 days after the intrasplenic
injection of 2 x 10 6 viable tumor cells while weakly
metastatic CRC produce liver colonies in 20% or fewer
mice under the same conditions [5]. Weiss et al. [6],
Barbera-Guillem et al. [7,8] and others [9-11] have
demonstrated that metastasis to the liver results from a
series of linked steps in which metastatic precursor cells
lodge in the hepatic parenchyma, extravasate across
the endothelium, and then proliferate within the
parenchyma. During this inefficient process, metastatic
precursor cells may die because (a) cells undergo
deformation injury and lyse during implantation, (b)
they do not adhere to endothelial or other cells lining
the microvasculature, (c) they do not migrate across the
endothelium, or (d) they cannot proliferate once they
reach the parenchyma, possibly because cytotoxic host
cells (e.g. Kupffer and pit cells) kill them. Since our data
support the hypothesis that metastatic potential is
directly associated with surviving the initial implanta-
tion, our aim was to identify whether highly and
weakly metastatic CRC behaved differently during the
initial implantation and migration into the hepatic
parenchyma.
For this purpose, we used in vivo fluorescence
microscopy (IVFM) to directly observe the implanta-
tion of CRC cells within the hepatic microvasculature.
Burkart and Friedrich [12] originally applied in vivo
videomicroscopy to observe that Kupffer and hepatic
endothelial cells interact with circulating erythrocytes
and leukemia cells during experimental hepatic
metastasis. Labeling cells with fluorescent probes
facilitates the visualization of carcinoma cells in vivo so
that cell viability and location may be assessed.
However, the choice of fluorescent marker may
influence the outcome of the study. Weiss et al. [6]
observed that sarcoma cells labeled with acridine
orange were lethally deformed in the microcirculation
of cremaster muscles within several minutes after
implantation. Since acridine orange loses intense
fluorescence within 30 min [6] and interferes with
DNA replication and transcription [13], it can only
be used to assess the earliest phases of implantation.
Calcein AM, a non-toxic membrane-permeable
fluorescing reagent, is a better probe for the initial
phases of implantation because it only produces
strong fluorescence in live cells with cytoplasmic
esterase activity [14] and does not alter the
deformation resistance of cells [15]. However, the
disadvantage ofcalcein AM is that it diffuses so quickly
out of cells that not enough is present intracellularly to
be a useful marker after 48 h. Nonetheless, calcein AM
has been used successfully to study the arrest and
extravasation of melanoma cells through the chorioal-
lantoic membrane for 26 h [16,17]. Thus, other
techniques must be used for long-term visualization of
carcinoma metastasis in vivo. While Morris et al. [18]
labeled cells with small (0.2 #m) fluorescent beads that
are retained in tumor cells, we explored the use of
rhodamine-conjugated low molecular weight dextran
(Rd-Dx) that was scrape-loaded into CRC cells. Rd-Dx
is non-toxic, does not leach out of cell cytoplasm, and
retains its fluorescence until diluted by cell division.
Rd-Dx is concentrated enough to be detectable for 7
days within the cytoplasm of CRC cells proliferating in
vitro or implanted in the livers of nude mice. Thus,
Rd-Dx marks the number and location of CRC cells
while calcein AM identifies metabolically active cells
during the first 24 h after implantation.
Combining this double-labeling technique with
IVFM, we examined the early fate of two CRC lines
with different metastatic potentials in the hepatic
microcirculation. Further, we tested the effect of simple
mechanical stress on CRC cells as a possible cause of
CRC cell death in the liver using an in vitro model that
resembles the physical parameters of the sinusoidal
microenvironment. We also assessed the ability of each
CRC line to survive for 24 h when co-cultivated in vitro
with murine hepatic cells. Our data suggest that the
difference in metastatic potential for each CRC cell line
is due to different capacities to proliferate within the
hepatic parenchyma after mechanical implantation.
Materials and methods
Human colorectal carcinoma cell lines
A poorly differentiated human CRC line, Clone A, was
obtained from D. L. Dexter (DuPont DeNemours &
Co., Wilmington, DE, USA) and is weakly metastatic
since it produces liver colonies in 8% of nude mice
injected with 2 x 106 cells intrasplenically [5]. CX-I, a
moderately to well-differentiated human CRC line, is a
highly metastatic CRC line that produces liver colonies
in 93 % of nude mice after intrasplenic injection [5] and
was derived from the HT-29 cell line and provided by
Dr L. B. Chen (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston,
MA, USA). The two CRC lines were maintained in
RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco Laboratories Life
Technologies Inc., Grand Island, NY, USA) with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma Chemical Company, St
Louis, MO, USA), 1% L-glutamine (Gibco), 100
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units/ml of penicillin G (Gibco) and 100 mg/ml of
streptomycin (Gibco). Both CRC lines were checked
frequently for the presence of mycoplasma by Hoechst
33258 staining as well as by Gen-Probe (Gen-Probe,
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and were negative.
Cell labelino
To visualize carcinoma cells by fluorescence micro-
scopy, CRC cells were labeled with two fluorescing
reagents, rhodamine B isothiocyanate-dextran
(Rd-Dx; Sigma) with a maximum excitation/emission
at 530/590 nm and calcein AM (Molecular Probes Inc.,
Eugene, OR, USA) with a maximum excitation/
emission at 485/530 nm. Rd-Dx was first incorporated
into CRC cells using a modification of the
scrape-loading technique described by McNeil et al.
[19] and McNeil [20]. CRC cells (90% confluent) in
150 mm tissue culture dishes (Corning Inc., Coming,
NY, USA) were washed with divalent cation-free PBS
warmed to 37°C (Gibco), and covered with 2.0
ml/dish of 10 mg/ml Rd-Dx in PBS. Cells were then
scraped with a scraper (Costar, Cambridge, MA, USA)
to load the Rd-Dx and washed twice with PBS. The
Rd-Dx loaded cells were incubated for 16 h at 37°C in
complete tissue culture medium and then adherent
cells were recovered by trypsin (Gibco). The cells
were suspended at 1.0x 107 cells/ml in PBS and
incubated with calcein AM at a final concentration of 4
/_M for 30 min at 37°C. After washing twice with PBS,
the cells were suspended in PBS at 2.0 x 107 cells/ml
and were used for the IVFM study. At least 90% of the
cells were labeled with both fluorescent markers in
each experiment. Cells were also tested for viability by
staining with trypan blue vital dye (Gibeo).
Animals
Six-week-old BALB/c athymic mice weighing 20--25 g
were obtained from Harlan Sprague-Dawley Inc.
(Indianapolis, IN, USA) and were kept under
pathogen-free conditions. Tumor cell injection and
IVFM were performed under general anesthesia with
intraperitoneal administration of pentobarbital (50
mg/kg) (Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL,
USA). All animal experiments were approved by the
Animal Care and Use Committee of the Deaconess
Hospital and were conducted in accordance with the
guidelines issued by the National Institutes of Health
for care of laboratory animals.
In vivo fluorescence videomicroscopy
The double-labeled CRC cells (2.0 x 106) suspended in
0.1 ml of PBS were injected into the spleens of each
mouse. The number and localization of CRC cells in
the murine livers were directly observed and recorded
In vivo microscopy of colon carcinoma
by IVFM at 0-30 min, 4 h, 12 h, 24 h and 72 h after
intrasplenic injection of groups of two mice at each
time point. Three mice were kept alive for 38 days after
intrasplenic injection of the double-labeled CRC cells
and examined for the development of hepatic colonies.
IVFM was performed following the methods
described by Post et al. [21] and Kawano et al.
[22]. Briefly, the left lateral hepatic lobe was gently
exteriorized through an upper horizontal incision
under general anesthesia and was placed on a quartz
crystal stage designed for in vivo microscopy. The
exposed liver was covered with a piece of wet Saran
Wrap (Dow Chemical, Midland, MI, USA) to avoid
desiccation. CRC cells in the liver were then observed
with a microscope (Optiphot, Nikon Co., Tokyo,
Japan, USA) equipped with water-immersion objectives
(10x-40x), a zoom lens and epi-fluorescence. An
epi-fluorescence filter with a combination of 510-560
nm and > 580 nm for excitation and emission (G-1B,
Nikon) was used to visualize Rd-Dx while a filter with
a combination of 450-490 nm/>515 nm for
excitation/emission (B-2E, Nikon) was used for calcein
AM visualization. Dynamic images of CRC cells in the
liver were recorded on S-VHS videotape with a video
camera (CCD72; Dage-MTI Inc., Michigan City, IL,
USA) and S-VHS tape recorder (AG-1830; Panasonic,
Osaka, Japan) connected to the microscope. Eight to
ten fields per mouse were observed and recorded at
100 x for 15 s/field for each fluorescence channel. The
fields were selected along the margins of the lateral
segment of the left lobe and included a portal branch in
the center of each field. The number and location of
CRC cells in the liver were examined during off-line
analysis of the video-recorded images. Each fluorescing
spot in the liver appeared to be one CRC cell. The
number of cells in the liver was enumerated per square
millimeter of the liver (ceils/mm2). Viability of the CRC
cells in the liver was calculated by dividing the number
of calcein AM positive cells by the number of Rd-Dx
positive cells within the same image. Still pictures of
IVFM images were taken through a camera (FE,
Nikon) connected to the microscope with ISO 400 film.
Also in some experiments mice were sacrificed and then
the lungs were examined by IVFM.
Histolooical studies
After observation by IVFM, the mice were sacrificed
and the livers were fixed with 10% formalin or 1.5%
glutaraldehyde in PBS. Three to five sections per liver
were examined histologically by H&E staining. To
identify CX-1 cells in the liver, immunohistochemicai
staining of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was
performed with a murine anti-CEA IgG_ monoclonal
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antibody, A5B7 (DAKO Laboratories Inc., Denmark),
since CX- 1 cells strongly express CEA [233.
Isolation of CRC cells from the murine liver
To confirm the viability of poorly metastatic CRC cells
in the liver, 2.0 x 10 6 of double-labeled Clone A cells
were injected intrasplenically into a mouse whose liver
was resected 4 h later, minced, and digested by trypsin
(GIBCO) for 60 min at 37°C with gentle stirring.
Digestion with trypsin was used to preferentially
enrich tumor cells which are resistant to trypsiniza-
tion by removing hepatic parenchymal and non-
parenchymal cells. The tissue digest was suspended in
PBS and single cells were recovered from the
supernatant. Total numbers of viable isolated cells and
fluorescing cells were counted by trypan blue and
fluorescence microscopy. The cells were then cultured
in complete tissue culture medium.
Co-culture of CRC with hepatic cells
The effect of hepatic cells on human CRC was studied
in a novel in vitro co-culture system. Murine livers
were perfused with PBS in vioo and removed after the
mouse had been sacrificed by lethal injection. The
livers were cut into 2-3 mm pieces and placed in a
50:50 mixture of hepatocyte growth medium (GIBCO)
and complete tissue culture medium and cultured in a
Rotating Wall Vessel (RWV; Synthecon, Inc.,
Houston, TX, USA) which is a 110 ml bioreactor that
rotates cells around the horizontal axis under low
shear stress [24]. Double-labeled CRC cells (2.0 x 106)
were added and the mixture incubated at 37°C for 24
h. Two ml samples were taken at 0.16, 4, 8 and 24 h and
the numbers of rhodamine- and calcein-labeled CRC
cells determined on an inverted microscope equipped
with epi-fluorescence (Diaphot, Nikon) using digital
image capture by an Optronics integrating color CCD
video camera (Model VI-470, Optronics Engineering,
Goleta, CA, USA) and captured on a Macintosh
Quadra 950 (Apple Computer Co., Cupertino, CA,
USA) using Photoshop version 3.0 software (Adobe
Systems Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA). Images were
then processed and analysed as described for IVFM.
In vitro mechanical stress assay
The effect of mechanical stress on CRC cells was
determined in vitro using a polycarbonate membrane
with 8/_m pores (1 x 105 pores/cm 2, 7/_m in thickness;
Costar). Fluorescence-labeled CRC cells (6x 105)
suspended in prewarmed Ringer's Injection USP
(Baxter, Deerfield, IL, USA) were passed through the
membrane by constant flow at a pressure of 15 cm
H20. Fractions were collected every 30 s and
centrifuged at 500 g for 5 rain. Fluorescence intensity in
the pelleted cells was determined by a fluorescence
concentration analyser (IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.,
Westbrook, ME, USA).
Statistical analysis
The results are expressed as mean +SEM of the
number of fluorescing cells per field in the liver by
IVFM with differences among groups of means tested
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When
ANOVA demonstrated that means within an
experiment were significantly different from one
another, significance between individual group means
was tested with either the Fisher PSLD or Dunnett
t-test with a significance level of 1%. All calculations
were performed on a Macintosh microcomputer using
Statview SE+ Graphics (Abacus Concepts, Inc.,
Berkeley, CA, USA).
Results
Effect of double-labeled CRC cells on growth potential
Clone A cells are slightly bigger than CX-1
cells with diameters of 18.24 ___0.59/am and 14.28 + 0.48
pm, respectively (mean + SEM). When double-labeled,
more than 90% of the CRC cells had intense
cytoplasmic staining for both Rd-Dx and calcein AM.
The double-labeling did not alter the proliferation
of Clone A cells cultured for at least 4 days in
vitro (Figure 1). Similar results were obtained
with CX-1 cells. Rd-Dx fluoresced for at least
4 days in the cytoplasm while calcein AM
fluorescence was barely detectable after 24 h
(data not shown). CRC cells implanting in murine
livers were visualized clearly by IVFM with both
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Figure 1. Clone A cells were loaded with Rd-Dx alone ( × )
or Rd-Dx and calcein AM (O) as described in Materials
and methods and their capacity to proliferate in vitro
compared to that of similar cells that had not been labeled
with either compound ((:3). Neither fluorescent marker
inhibited cell proliferation in vitro.
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Figure 2. CX-1 cells trapped
in the liver 10 min after
intrasplenie injection. Phase
contrast (A), Rd-Dx (B) and
calcein AM (C) views of the
same area. Portal venules (PV)
can be seen on the phase
contrast picture. CRC cells are
clearly visualized by both
Rd-Dx and calcein AM
fluorescence.
In vivo microscopy of colon carcinoma
Figure 3. CX-1 (A) and Clone
A (B) cells in the liver 30
min after intrasplenic injection.
CRC cells (arrowheads) can
be seen in the portal venules.
Cells are elongated but lie
within the vascular space.
H&E.
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Rd-Dx and calcein AM fluorescence during the first 24
h (Figure 2). Thus, the fluorescent dyes did not inhibit
the capacity of CRC cells to proliferate and
identified their entry into the liver.
IVFM of the initial implantation of CRC cells
in the liver
CRC cells in the liver were directly observed
by IVFM at 0-30 min, 4 h, 12 h, 24 h and 72 h
after intrasplenic injection. Both CX-1 and Clone A
cells appeared in the liver within 30 s after intrasplenic
injection and implanted either as single cells or as
doublets or triplets in single file in the terminal portal
venules or in the proximal third of the sinusoids
(Figure 2). This was confirmed by routine histology
(Figure 3A, B). Although the spleen was left
intact, CRC cells rarely implanted more than
5 rain after injection. The majority of CRC
cells were severely deformed witlain 4 h (Figure 4) and
began to lose caicein AM fluorescence (Figure 5). CX-1
cells did not extravasate into the hepatic parenchyma
during the first 72 h but formed groups of
8-12 cells (data not shown).
Kinetics of survival after implantation
The kinetics of survival after implantation were
different for CX-1 and Clone A cells during the first 72
h after intrasplenic injection. Although similar
numbers of CX-1 and Clone A ceils persisted in the
liver during the first 12 h, the number of
Rd-Dx-labeled CX-1 cells in the liver at 24 and 72 h was
significantly greater than the number of Rd-Dx-labeled
Clone A cells (Figure 6A). Significantly more calcein
AM and Rd-Dx double-labeled CX-1 than Clone A
cells were present in the hepatic sinusoid-portal
venules 24 h after implantation (Figure 6B). These
data suggest that more Clone A cells are removed from
the liver than CX-1 cells during the first 24 h.
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Figure 4. Deformity of Clone
A cells in the periportal
sinusoids at 4 h. Phase contrast
(A) and Rd-Dx (B) views of
the same area. Phase contrast
view shows a portal venule
(PV). Carcinoma cells in the
periportal sinusoids show con-
siderable deformity (B).
Figure 5. CX-1 cells in the
liver losing calcein AM
fluorescence at 4 h. Phase
contrast+Rd-Dx (A), Rd-Dx
(B) and calcein AM (C) views
of the same area. CX-1 cells
localize in the portal venule
(pv) and periportal sinusoids in
(A).The cells fluoresce intensely
with Rd-Dx (B) but lose
calcein fluorescence (C). Large
arrows in (B) denote cells that
are viable while the narrow
arrow indicates cells that are
not viable.
Detection of fewer calcein AM-stained Clone A cells
within the liver at 24 h may reflect diffusion of dye from
Clone A cells rather than cell lysis. To assess this,
calcein AM and Rd-Dx double-labeled CRC cells
were cultured in complete medium for 24 h
and analysed for viability by trypan blue dye
exclusion and for metabolic activity by fluorescent dye
staining. Cells were at least 95% viable by trypan blue
dye exclusion (Table 1). Approximately 70% of
Rd-Dx-labeled Clone A and CX-1 cells also
fluoresced with calcein AM (Table 1). In contrast, only
7% of double-labeled Clone A cells and 40% of
double-labeled CX-I ceils fluoresced with calcein AM
24 h after hepatic implantation (Table 1). Thus,
implantation in the liver decreases the proportion of
calcein AM-metabolizing cells in both weakly and
highly metastatic CRC, but has a greater effect on the
weakly metastatic Clone A cell line.
Portal to central venous hepatic shunts in mice
injected with CRC cells
Controversy exists about whether malignant cells may
traverse the liver to gain access to other microcapillary
beds. Four hours after injection abnormal portal vein
to central venous shunts were observed in both
CX-1- and Clone A-injected livers (Figure 7).
When mice were sacrificed 4 h after intrasplenic
injection and the lungs examined by IVFM to confirm
whether CRC cells had traversed the liver, CRC cells
were found in the lungs (data not shown). The
percentage of CRC cells trapped in the lung was 0.5%
or less for both CX-1- and Clone A-injected mice
at 30 min and 4 h, which was determined with
[12sI]IdUrd-labeled CRC cells (data not shown and
[5]). Thus, the proportion of CRC cells that traverse
the liver through these portal to central venous shunts
is small but detectable.
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Figure 6. Kinetics of cell growth after hepatic implantation.
The numbers of total (A) and viable (calcein AM-
metabolizing) (B) CX-I (0) and Clone A (©) cells
were counted at the times indicated after intrasplenic
injection and expressed as cells/ram 2. *P < 0.01 by Student's
t-test. Mean + SEM are presented.
Recovery of Clone A cells from the liver
Since Clone A cells either died or stopped
proliferating upon entry into the liver, they may be
committed to die within the first 4 h after implantation
in the liver. We tested this possibility by recovering
Clone A cells 4 h after intrasplenic injection from the
murine liver and preparing single cell suspensions by
trypsin digestion. Cells (4-10%, 0.8-2 x 105), that were
positive for both Rd-Dx and calcein AM were isolated
from livers in which 2 x 106 double-labeled cells had
been injected (Table 2). Three consecutive in vivo
isolations of Clone A cells demonstrated that a
significant fraction of Clone A cells harvested 4 h after
In vivo microscopy of colon carcinoma
implantation proliferated if removed from the
hepatic microenvironment (Table 2).
Effect of mechanical stress on CRC cells
To examine whether mechanical stress affected CRC
cells differently, CX-1 and Clone A cells were tested in
an in vitro assay that resembled the dimensions of the
hepatic sinusoid. Both CX-1 and Clone A cells passed
through the polycarbonate membrane within 2 rain of
the filtration with similar fractions of cells recovered
after filtration (48.0% for CX-1 and 48.3% for Clone A
with approximately 80% viability for each). Cultiva-
tion in vitro for 24 h did not result in any further loss of
viability for either cell line (data not shown).
Thus, both CRC cell lines appeared to be equally
sensitive to the effects of mechanical deformation.
Effect of co-cultivation of CRC cells with murine
hepatocytes
Although mechanical implantation may lyse approxi-
mately one-half of the cells entering the liver, other
mechanisms must contribute to inhibit CRC prolifera-
tion in the liver parenchyma. One possible inhibitory
Table 1. Fluorescence staining of CRC cells 24 h after
implantation in the liver
Condition CRC % P % Viable
line Metabolically
active
Liver implant Clone A 3+ 2 N.D.
Tissue culture Clone A 71+8 0.001 95+2
Liver implant CX-1 10+3 N.D.
Tissue culture CX-1 69 + 7 0.001 98 + 1
CRC cells were double-labeled with calcein AM and Rd-Dx
(see Materials and methods) and either injected intra-
splenically to cause experimental hepatic metastasis (liver
implant) or cultured in monolayer culture (tissue culture).
Twenty-four hours later mice were either analysed by IVFM
or the cultures were examined by epi-fluorescence. Results
are expressed as mean + SEM. % Metabolically active is the
percentage of Rd-Dx-labeled CRC cells that also fluoresce
with calcein AM. % Viable was determined in cultured cells
by trypan blue dye exclusion.
%Metabolically active
No. of CRC ceils + calcein AM
_ x 100
No. of CRC cells + Rd-Dx
All values are percentages.
N.D. = not determined.
P values determined by two-tailed Student's t-test of the
difference of the means of % Metabolically active for each
CRC line.
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P-C Shunt
Figure 7. An abnormal
portal to central venous shunt
observed in the liver 4 h after
CX-1 injection. Direction of
blood flow from portal vein
(PV) to central vein (CV) is
indicated with arrows.
Table 2. Recovery of viable Clone A CRC cells 4 h after
hepatic implantation
Experiment No. of fluorescing
Clone A cells recovered
from murine liver
% of cells injected
1 2.0 x 105 10
2 0.8 x 105 4
3 0.8 x l0 s 4
Cells were isolated from murine liver by trypsin digestion 4
h after intrasplenic injection of 2.0x 106 double-labeled
Clone A cells. The isolated Clone A cells were expanded in
vitro and re-injected intrasplenically into a nude mouse. The
in vivo isolation was repeated three times with an interval
of approximately 4 weeks.
Fluorescing cells were calcein AM and Rd-Dx fluorescent
cells.
% of cells injected is the number of Clone A cells recovered
divided by the number of cells injected expressed as a
percentage.
influence may be the hepatic cells themselves. Murine
hepatic cells were cultured in a bioreactor for
up to 10 days with good maintenance of tissue
architecture (Figure 8A) and ability to metabolize
calcein AM (Figure 8B,C). When the metabolic activity
of double-labeled CRC cells in hepatic co-cultures was
compared to that of CRC lines either cultured alone in
vitro or after hepatic implantation in vivo, hepatic
implantation was associated with a greater loss of
calcein AM metabolizing activity than was simple
culture in vitro or even co-culture with hepatic cells
(Figure 9).
Discussion
The early phase of implantation and colonization was
examined by IVFM with two CRC lines that have
different metastatic potentials. CX-1 is a highly
metastatic CRC line producing hepatic colonies in
100% of nude mice by intrasplenic injection of 2 x 10 6
cells [24]. In contrast, Clone A produces liver colonies
in less than 10% of nude mice after intrasplenic
injection of the same number of CRC cells [5]. During
the first 12 h after intrasplenic injection, both CRC cell
lines implanted at similar sites with matching numbers
of single, viable cells. However, more highly metastatic
CX-1 cells were metabolically active in the liver after 24
h than weakly metastatic Clone A cells. The
relationship between the number of viable CRC cells
retained in the liver 4-24 h after implantation and
the subsequent appearance of metastases was
reported previously by Morikawa et al. [4"1 and
Jessup et al. [5]. Weiss et al. [6], Barbera-Guillem et al.
[7,8,25] and Morris et al. [18] have shown that the
number of cells surviving the early implantation
stresses of deformation, attachment and extravasation
are similar between high and low metastatic cell lines.
In addition, Morris et al. [18] have found that
proliferation by metastatic precursor cells does not
begin to occur within the hepatic parenchyma until
48 h after implantation. Since fewer double-labeled
CRC cells were present after hepatic implantation than
after either co-culture with hepatic cells or culture
alone in vitro, the loss of calcein AM fluorescence by
Rd-Dx-labeled cells reflects a decrease in metabolic
activity rather than leakage of dye from the CRC cells.
Thus, the present study extends these previous studies
by showing that more highly metastatic CRC cells are
alive in the liver 24 h after intrasplenic injection than
weakly metastatic CRC. The surviving fraction of
clonogenic metastatic precursor cells 24 h after
implantation is around 5*/o.
CRC cells did not appear to migrate during the first
72 h after implantation. In addition, microscopic
examination of the livers of nude mice demonstrated
experimental metastases of CX-1 ceils throughout the
hepatic parenchyma (data not shown). In contrast,
Morris et al. [18] have recently shown that metastatic
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Figure 8. Morphology of hepatocytes and liver fragments after 8-10 days culture in vitro in a Bioreactor. Murine liver
was harvested and cultured in a Bioreactor as described in Materials and methods. The morphology of the fragments
including the sinusoidal structures was maintained intact for at least 8 days (A, H&E, 40 x). Hepatocytes and smaller
fragments were harvested from the Bioreactor and incubated with calcein AM to assess metabolic activity. Phase contrast
(B) and fluorescence (C) demonstrate that hepatic cells still metabolize calcein AM after 10 days of cultivation in the
Bioreactor.
murine breast carcinoma cells implant in the same area
within the terminal portal venules or proximal hepatic
sinusoids, extravasate through the periportal endo-
thelium and then migrate to reach a subcapsular
position where they proliferate to form hepatic
colonies. These investigators used syngeneic tumors
that may respond to appropriate microenvironmental
cues. In contrast, our studies used human CRC that
may not be able to respond to migratory signals from a
xenogeneic environment. Further, the type of migration
noted by Morris et al. [18] was not observed by others
[8] who studied experimental metastases with the
murine B16F10 metastatic melanoma line. Since the
B 16F 10 cells were initially selected for their capacity to
produce lung metastases, they may not migrate
through the hepatic parenchyma because they lack the
ability to respond to the right migratory stimuli.
However, the observation periods of these earlier
studies may not have been long enough to allow the
cells to migrate through hepatic parenchyma. Clearly,
Barbera-Guillem et al. [25] observed that melanoma
cells may extravasate and migrate withih the space of
Disse toward the central vein after entering the hepatic
sinusoid. Whether other human CRC lines are capable
of this migration either along the sinusoid or through
the parenchyma is unknown.
A small fraction of CRC cells was detected in the
lung at 4 h, after they passed through portal
venous-central venous shunts that opened at 4 h in the
liver. Possibly, tumor cells may have occluded enough
of the hepatic microcirculation to increase portal
pressure sufficiently to open these shunts because they
were observed at a time when CRC cells still remained
in the portal venules. Such portal-central venous
shunts may contribute to the systemic dissemination of
CRC cells through the liver. Even though the data of
Barbera-Guillem, Weiss and their colleagues [6-8,25]
suggest that the liver entraps all cells entering through
the portal vein, our own data suggest otherwise
because MIP-101 colon cancer cells produce lung
metastases when injected intrasplenically [23].
Since CRC cells were deformed within the terminal
portal venules, we suspected that mechanical stress
may be a major cause of the early death of the cells in
the liver. We did not notice clasmatosis in our studies
as has been reported by others [26]. Barbera-Guillem
and Weiss [8] demonstrated that rapid deformation-
induced trauma within the portal venous (zone 1) side
of the hepatic sinusoid destroyed most of the B16
melanoma cells reaching the liver. Both Barbera-
Guillem and Weiss [8] and Weiss et al. [27] have
shown that the mechanical stress of passing through 8
/_m pores in a polycarbonate membrane reproduces
the type of deformation that causes the lysis of most
neoplastic cells implanting in the hepatic microcircula-
tion. To test if the human CRC ceils used here were also
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Figure 9. Percentage of CRC cells that remain metabolically
active under different conditions. Double-labeled ([':7) Clone
A or (O) CX-I cells were either injected intrasplenically in
nude mice and the livers visualized by IVFM (A),
co-incubated with murine hepatic cells in vitro (B), or
incubated in tissue culture alone (C). The percentage of
metabolically active cells decreased significantly after hepatic
implantation but not in the CRC-hepatic cell co-cultures or
CRC cells alone in vitro.
% Metabolically active
No. of CRC cells + calcein AM
x 100.
No. of CRC cells + Rd-Dx
susceptible to this type of mechanical stress, we passed
the cells through a membrane with 8/zm pores with a
constant flow at a pressure of 15 cm H20 which is
within the range of normal portal pressure [28].
Approximately 50% of both CX-1 and Clone A cells
were immediately lysed during the filtration while the
remaining cells passed through the membrane and
remained viable even after culture for another 24 h
(data not shown). Our rate of lysis is similar to that
observed by other investigators [8,27] and suggests
that mechanical stress may kill a large proportion of
CRC cells in the hepatic microcirculation. However,
while susceptibility to mechanical stress eliminates
many CRC cells, it does not ultimately determine their
metastatic potential because there was no difference
between the lysis of CX-1 and Clone A cells by the in
vitro mechanical stress assay.
If susceptibility to mechanical deformation trauma
does not distinguish highly from weakly metastatic
cells, then another mechanism must be preventing the
successful implantation of carcinoma cells. As Morris
et al. [18] have noted, proliferation was not apparent in
CX- 1 cells until nearly 72 h after entrance into the liver
and did not occur in any Clone A cells. However,
approximately 5-10% of the Clone A cells recovered
from the liver at 4 h were capable of sustained
proliferation when cultured in vitro. These results
suggest that the toxicity of the hepatic microenviron-
merit is reversible at least at this early stage.
Alternatively, Clone A cells may be more susceptible to
destruction by such cytotoxic host cells as Kupffer cells
or pit (natural killer or NK) cells. Some evidence of this
increased sensitivity is provided by Bagli et al. [29],
who showed that NK cells from human peripheral
blood were more cytotoxic to Clone A cells than CX-1
cells. Cohen and Goldrosen [30] have also shown that
the hepatic microenvironment may be especially
hostile to tumor cells that implant in the liver. Thus, the
critical determinant that distinguishes CX-1 and Clone
A cells is that the CX-I cells are capable of either
adapting to the hepatic microenvironment and
resuming proliferation or escaping the toxicity of host
cytotoxic cells. However, our co-cultivation studies
suggest that there is no difference in the ability of CX-1
and Clone A cells to co-exist with murine hepatocytes
in vitro for 24 h. Possibly, the difference in survival is
due to the interaction between mechanical implanta-
tion and the intimate relationship with the hepatic
parenchyma which follows periportal implantation.
Clearly, these experiments support the findings of
earlier investigators [9-11] who advocate the seed-soil
hypothesis of Paget [31] and suggest that the
metastatic precursor cell must resume proliferation by
adapting to its new environment within the first
24-48 h. CRC may be able to upregulate receptors for
a large number of hepatic-specific factors. A number of
adhesion and growth factor receptors may be activated
or upregulated during such interactions and work
remains to determine which factors prevent Clone A
cells from proliferating.
In conclusion, the earliest phase of experimental
metastasis by human CRC cells was observed in real
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time by IVFM. CRC cells entering the liver by the
portal vein implanted within the portal venules or
proximal hepatic sinusoids in contact primarily with
endothelial cells and to a lesser extent with Kupffer
cells. The majority of both highly and poorly
metastatic CRC cells died in the liver within 24 h while
only a small proportion persisted and began to
proliferate. While mechanical deformation trauma
may lyse the majority of tumor cells entering the liver,
the greater impediment to metastasis appears to be an
inability by weakly metastatic cells to resume
proliferation, possibly either because they can not use
factors present in the hepatic microenvironment
or because the microenvironment combined with
mechanical implantation inhibits cell proliferation.
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ABSTRACT
Human colorectal carcinoma (CRC) cell survival for the first 24 hour after implantation in
the hepatic sinusoid determines its potential to colonize the liver. Nearly ten-fold more highly
metastatic CX-1 cells survive within the livers of nude mice 24 hours after intrasplenic injection
than weakly metastatic Clone A cells. Since CRC contact sinusoidal endothelial cells (SEC) during
implantation, we sought to determine whether SEC were more toxic to Clone A than CX-1 cells.
When 2 x 104 vital dye-labeled CRC were added to murine SEC monolayers, more than 30% of
Clone A cells lost calcein AM fluorescence compared to less than 5% of CX-1 ceils after 24 hr of
coculture with SEC. Kupffer ceils did not mediate this effect because neither enriched Kupffer
cells nor SEC treated with a Kupffer cell inhibitor altered the SEC-mediated toxic effect to Clone A
cells. Pretreatment with a nitric oxide synthase inhibitor N6-monomethyl-L-arginine (NMMA),
superoxide dismutase (SOD), or dexamethasone blocked SEC-mediated toxicity to Clone A cells,
whereas calcium chelation and catalase did not. In addition, Clone A ceils were more sensitive to a
superoxide donor, 3-morpholinosydnonimine N-ethylcarbamide, than CX-1 ceils and neither cell
line was sensitive to sodium nitroprusside, a nitric oxide donor. Thus, unstimulated murine SEC
produce reactive oxygen species that are selectively toxic to weakly metastatic Clone A cells. This
may be a mechanism by which host liver cells remove weakly metastatic neoplastic cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Metastasis occurs when circulating tumor cells implant in a microcapillary bed, penetrate
the endothelium, and proliferate within the parenchyma (1, 2). Since the first step involves
intimate tumor-endothelial cell contact (3, 4), the SEC may have an important role in determining
the ability of metastatic precursor cells to implant and proliferate. Cytokine-activated murine
pulmonary endothelial cells lyse murine tumor cells (5) which is partially mediated by nitric oxide
(NO) produced by cytokine-activated endothelial cells (6). However, endothelial cells are not
usually activated by cytokines prior to tumor cell implantation. Since human colorectal carcinoma
(CRC) cells primarily contact SEC during implantation in athymic nude mouse liver (7), we
postulated that SEC unstimulated by exogenous cytokines may inhibit the growth of a human CRC
line that has weak potential to colonize the liver.
Our purpose in these studies was to assess the ability of unstimulated murine SEC to be
cytotoxic and/or cytostatic to weakly or highly metastatic human CRC. Highly metastatic human
CRC cells produce liver colonies in 50 - 100% of athymic nude mice within 60 days after the
intrasplenic injection of 2 x 10 6 viable tumor cells while weakly metastatic CRC cells only produce
liver colonies in 20% or fewer mice after the same dose of tumor cells (8, 9). The ability of human
CRC to colonize the livers of nude mice is associated with the ability of these CRC to recur and
metastasize in the original patient (10). As a result, the intrasplenic model may provide a means of
assessing some of the mechanisms involved in metastasis to the liver, which is the most common
visceral site of metastasis in patients. Ishii et al (7) demonstrated that highly and weakly metastatic
CRC cells behaved differently during the first 24 hour after their arrest in the liver. Viable CX-1
and Clone A CRC (2 x 106cells/mouse) were injected intrasplenically and their passage into the
hepatic sinusoids followed by intravital fluorescence microscopy (7). Nearly ten-fold more CX-1
cells were alive 24 hr after implantation than Clone A cells (6 -,- 2 for CX-1 ceUs/mm 2 compared to
0.7 __.1 Clone A cells/mm 2 (7). CX-1 cells formed 4 - 8 cell colonies at 72 hr when only a few,
single Clone A cells were detectable (7). Ultimately, CX-1 forms liver colonies in more than 90%
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of mice injectedintrasplenicallywith 2x 106viablecellscomparedtoonly 2%of miceinjected
with CloneA cells(8). SincebothCRClinesarrestinclosecontactwith SEC,SECmaybemore
toxic to CloneA thanCX-1cells.
Our presentapproachto testthispostulatewastoestablishshorttermmonolayerculturesof
murineSECthatwerethenoverlaidwith CX-1andCloneA ceils. Theresultssuggesthatmore
weaklymetastaticCloneA cellsarekilled by SECthanCX-1cells. Furthermore,inhibitorsof
nitric oxidesynthaseor superoxideanionblock thiseffect. Thus,SEChaveanactiverole in
preventingtheestablishmentof liver metastasisbysomecolorectalcarcinomacells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Six- to 8-week old male Swiss mice weighing 30-40 g were obtained from Harlan
Sprague-Dawley Inc. ( Indianapolis, IN ) and kept under specific pathogen-free condition. The
standard diet and water were given ad libitum. SEC isolation was performed under general
anesthesia with intraperitoneal administration of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/Kg, Abbott
Laboratories, North Chicago, IL). All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and were conducted in accordance
with the guidelines issued by the National Institutes of Health for the care of laboratory animals.
Human colorectal carcinoma cell lines
Clone A, a poorly differentiated human CRC, was obtained from D.L. Dexter, Dupont
Demours & Co., Wilmington, DE and is weakly metastatic since it produces liver colonies in 2%
of mice injected with 2 x 10 6 cells intrasplenically (8). CX-1, a moderately differentiated human
CRC line, is a highly metastatic CRC line because it produces liver colonies in 93% of mice after
intrasplenic injection (8) and was provided by Dr. L.B. Chen ( Dana-Farber Cancer Institute,
Boston, MA ). The CRC lines were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% fetal bovine
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serum(FBS; SIGMA ChemicalCompany,St. Louis, MO ), 1% L-glutamine(GIBCO), 100
units/mlof penicillin G (GIBCO)and100mg/mlof streptomycin(GIBCO)(1% P/S). BothCRC
lineswerecheckedfor thepresenceof mycoplasmaby GEN-PROBE,mycoplasmaT.C., rapid
detectionsystem(GEN-PROBEInc.,SanDiego,CA ) andwerenegative.
Isolation of murine hepatic endothelial cells
The procedure for the isolation of hepatic endothelial cells is a modification of a method that
uses collagenase infusion followed by metrizamide density gradient and selective adherence (11,
12). Briefly, the liver cells were dispersed by perfusion through the portal vein with Ca ++ and
Mg ÷÷ free buffer containing 0.83% sodium chloride, 0.05% potassium chloride and 0.005 M M-
(2-hydroxylmethyl) piperazine-N (2-ethanesulfonic acid), (HEPES), followed by the perfusion of
0.05 % collagenase (0.025 % type II and 0.025 % type IV) and 0.0003 % DNase in GBSS.
Perfusion was performed at a flow rate of 5 ml/min for 2 rain. The liver was then removed,
incubated for 15 min at 370C in 5% CO2, minced after removing the gallbladder and Glisson's
capsule and then passed through a 150 _tm steel grid. The cell suspension was centrifuged in
GBSS at 50 x g for 2 rain at 4 °C. The pellet containing hepatocytes was discarded, and the
supernatant was centrifuged again at 300 x g for 10 rain at 4°C. The murine SEC were separated
from this cell pellet by isopycnic sedimentation using a metrizamide gradient in which pelleted cells
resuspended in 5 mL of GBSS were mixed with an equal volume of a 30% metrizamide solution in
GBSS without NaC1 and 1 ml of GBSS was then gently layered on top of the metrizamide-cell
mixture. This gradient was then centrifuged 860 x g at the interface layer at 20°C for 20 min
(Beckman L8-M, ultracentrifuge SW-41Ti swing rotor ). SEC were aspirated from the interface
and incubated in MCDB 131 medium for 30 rain at 37°C on Petri dishes. Since Kupffer cells
attach and spread quickly on plastic surfaces (13), the plates were aspirated and washed once with
the nonadherent cells collected to remove Kupffer cells. The cells were resuspended in MCDB 131
medium with 5 % FBS, 1 _tg/ml hydrocortisone, 1% L-glutamine and 1% P/S and the number of
cells and viability determined. SEC were seeded on fibronectin coated 96 well microtiter plates
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(Costar,Cambridge,MA ) at2 x 105cells/well. Thenon-attachedcellswereremovedbywashing
five times2 hrsafterseedingandtheculturemediumwaschangedevery24hrs. Thepurityof
SECwasevaluatedby theiruptakeof acetylatedhumanlow densitylipoproteinlabeledwith the
fluorescentprobe1,1'-dioctadecyl-l-3,3,Y,3'-tetramethyl-indocarbocyanineperchlorate( DiI-Ac-
LDL) (BiomedicalTechnologies,Inc.) (14). Cellswereincubatedfor 4 hr in 10p.g/mlDiI-Ac-LDL
in MCDB 131media,thenwashedin PBS,asdescribedin theinstructionsprovidedby the
manufacturer.
Isolation of murine Kupffer cells
For the isolation of Kupffer ceils, the method of Phillips et al. (15) was modified. Briefly,
the initial perfusion and digestion were performed as described above for isolation of SEC.
However, the cell pellet was resuspended in 2.5 ml of GBSS and mixed with 3.5 ml of 30%
metrizamide in GBSS without NaC1, overlaid with 1.0 ml GBSS with NaC1 and centrifuged at
1264 x g at the interface for 20 min at 20°C (15). Cells were aspirated from the interface and
incubated for 20 min at 37°C in T 25 culture flasks. The attached Kupffer cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 media with 10% FBS, 1% glutamine, and 1% P/S at 37°C in 5% CO2. Kupffer cells
were identified by phagocytosis of 3.015 _tm Latex-beads (16).
Metabolic Activity and Cell Proliferation Assays
To evaluate the metabolic activity of CRC cells by fluorescence microscopy, CRC cells
were labeled with two fluorescing reagents, rhodamine B isothiocyanate-dextran (Rd-Dx) with a
maximum excitation/emission at 530/590 nm and calcein AM with a maximum excitation/emission
at 485/530 nm. Rd-Dx was loaded into CRC cells by electroporation (The ElectroPorator,
Invitrogen Corporation, San Diego, CA). CRC cells were suspended in 20 mg/ml Rd-Dx in RPMI
1640 and received 300 volts, 50 watts and 50 mA ( Capacitance: 1000[.tF, 330 Vmax, Load
resistance: o0f2 ). The Rd-Dx loaded cells were incubated for 24 hr at 370C in complete tissue
culture medium and then adherent cells were recovered by trypsin. The cells were suspended in
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PBSandincubatedwith 4 p.McalceinAM for 1hr at37°C. CalceinAM wasusedto detectviable
cellsbecauseit only produces trongfluorescencein live cellswith ATP-dependent cytoplasmic
esterase activity (17). After washing with PBS, the cells were suspended in MCDB 131 medium
and 2 x 104 cells seeded on SEC monolayers. At least 90% of the cells were labeled with both
fluorescent markers in each experiment. The SEC monolayers were analyzed by fluorescence
microscopy at up to 24 hr after addition of CRC. The % metabolic activity was calculated to be
equal to the number of calcein positive and Rd-Dx positive cells divided by the total number of Rd-
Dx positive cells expressed as a percentage. Each assay was performed in quadruplicate.
Cell proliferation was measured using a crystal violet assay. Ceils were seeded in 96 well
microtiter plates. At the indicated time, each well was washed once with PBS. Then 100 p.l of a
1% glutaraldehyde solution was added to each well for 10 rain at 23"C when 100 lxl of 0.2% Triton
X-100 was added. Fifty ml of 0.1% crystal violet was added to each well at 37"C for 30 rain.
Plates were read at 600 nm for absorbance on a 96 well microtiter plate reader (model 2550 EIA
reader, Bio-Rad Lab., Richmond CA).
Inhibition of SEC Toxicity
SEC were treated with Gadolinium chloride (GaC13) according to the method of Saad et aL,
(18) to inhibit Kupffer cell function. SEC were incubated with 10 p.g/ml GaC13 in medium 24 hrs
after plating. After 12 hrs at 37°C, the plates were washed and fresh medium added. Clone A or
CX-1 (5 X 10 4 cells/well) cells labeled with Rd-Dx and calcein AM were added and cocultured with
SEC monolayers. In some experiments, CRC were exposed to GaC13 for up to 96 hr and then %
Metabolic Activity and proliferation were determined in the absence of SEC.
SEC monolayers were also incubated with I to 10 -6 mM of NG-monomethyl-L-arginine
(NMMA), a specific inhibitor of nitric oxide synthesis, when CRC were added to determine the
role of nitric oxide (NO). In other experiments SEC-CRC cocultures were also incubated with 10
mM EDTA or 10 _tg/ml dexamethasone (both from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). After
24 hr coculture, the % metabolic activity of the CRC and nitrite were measured.
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In some experiments the role of superoxide anion and peroxides was also analyzed.
Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) or catalase (CAT) (Oxis International, Inc., Portland, OR) was
added at final concentrations of 0.001 to 1 mM with the tumor cells to SEC monolayers. Co-
cultures were then incubated for 24 hr and then analyzed as above. CX-1 or Clone A cells alone (2
x 104 cells/200 I.tl of standard complete medium in uncoated 96-well microtiter plates) were
exposed alone for 48 hr to sodium nitroprusside (SNP) or 3-morpholinosydnonimine N-
ethylcarbamide (SIN-l) at 10 to 200 p.M to determine the relative sensitivity of the CRC lines to
NO or to superoxide anion. Toxicity was measured by inhbition of cell proliferation in the crystal
violet assay described above.
NO, SOD and Cytokine Assays
To assess the production of NO by SEC and CRC, the concentration of nitrite was
measured using the Griess reaction as described previously (19). After 24 hrs of coculture, 50 _tl
of culture medium was incubated at 23°C with 50 gl of a 1:1 mixture of 2% sulfanilamide in 5%
phosphoric acid with 0.2% N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine dihydrochloride in water. After 10
min, absorbance at 550 nm was measured using a microplate reader (model 3550 EIA reader, Bio-
Rad Lab., Richmond CA). Nitrite concentrations were determined by comparison with a standard
solution of sodium nitrite (NaNO2) in water. SOD activity was measured in CRC cells by the
method of Oyanagi (20). In some experiments the amount of murine IL-6, IL-la and TNF- ct
were determined by enzyme immunoassay using commercially available kits (Endogen, Inc.,
Wobum, MA).
Statistical Analysis
The results of the CRC - SEC adhesion and the % metabolic activity assays are expressed
as mean-,-SEM with differences among groups of means tested by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). All assays were performed in quadruplicate and repeated at least once. When ANOVA
demonstrated that means within an experiment were significantly different from one another,
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significancebetweenindividualgroupmeanswastestedwith theFisherPSLDwith asignificance
levelof 5%. All calculations were performed on a Macintosh Quadra 950 microcomputer using
Statview SE+Graphics (Abacus Concepts. Inc., Berkeley, CA).
RESULTS
Isolation and culture of murine hepatic SEC
An average of 5.2 _ 0.6 x 106 SEC/grn of liver were isolated from young adult male Swiss
mice using the collagenase perfusion method. SEC attached to a fibronectin-coated substrate
during the first two hours in MCDB 131 medium and formed monolayers within 48 hr (Fig. 1 A).
After 48 hr, 92 -,-3 % of SEC were DiI-Ac-LDL positive endothelial cells (Fig. 1B), and 97 ± 3 %
were calcein AM positive (Fig. 1 C). Only 8 -,- 1% of cells phagocytosed 3.0 _un latex beads and
appeared to be Kupffer cells. Thus, the monolayers contained more than 90% endothelial cells and
were more than 95% viable.
Morphological changes in CRC cells during SEC coculture
The morphology of SEC-CRC cocultures were studied by light microscopy to determine
whether SEC affected the ability of Clone A cells to spread and proliferate during coculture. 2 x
104 CRC cells / well were cocultured with SEC at a SEC-CRC ratio estimated to be 10 : 1 for up to
72 hr. CRC cells were also cultured on standard tissue culture plastic surfaces as controls. At 24
hr of coculture, CX-1 cells were aggregated (Fig. 2D), while Clone A cells that were still intact
were single, round and isolated (Fig. 2C). Clone A cells formed small 2 - 4 cell aggregates by 48
hr (Fig. 2E), whereas CX-1 cells had spread to form colonies that were almost confluent within
the microtiter wells (Fig. 2F). Since both Clone A and CX-1 cells readily attach and spread on
plastic (Fig. 2G and 2H), SEC appear to inhibit both the spreading and colony formation by Clone
A cells but not CX-1 cells for the first 24 hr of coculture.
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Effect of cocultures on the % metabolic activity of CRC cells
We next investigated whether SEC affected the viability and proliferative capacity of CRC.
CRC prelabeled with Rd-Dx and calcein AM were added to SEC monolayers in 96-well plates at
SEC to CRC ratios of 10:1 and fluorescence assessed at intervals up to 24 hr. The metabolic
activity of both Clone A and CX- 1 decreased over time (Fig. 3). However, the percentage of
Calcein AM positive Clone A cells was significantly lower than that of CX-1 between 4 and 24 hr
with 32% of Clone A cells losing calcein AM fluorescence compared to only 5% of CX-1 cells
after 24 hr of coculture with SEC (Fig. 3). These data suggested that SEC monolayers were more
toxic to the weakly metastatic Clone A cells compared to the highly metastatic CX-1 cells.
The loss of calcein AM fluorescence is an indirect measure of cell toxicity (15). Another
measure of cellular toxicity involves inhibition of proliferation. To determine whether SEC also
inhibited the proliferation of Clone A cells, Clone A and CX-1 cells were recovered after different
times of coculture with SEC, and recultured in fresh medium. Proliferation was assessed over a
subsequent 72 hr. Both the yield of Clone A cells (Fig. 4A) and the viability of the recovered cells
(Fig. 4B) decreased over the first 24 hr (by 27% and 17%, respectively) so that the proportion of
viable Clone A cells available for reculture decreased to 59% by 24 hr (Fig 4C). However, Clone
A cells cultured with SEC for only 1 or 4 hr showed the same pattern of proliferation as freshly
isolated Clone A cells (Fig. 5). In contrast, Clone A cells recovered 8 or more hr after coculture
with SEC did not begin to proliferate within 72 hr of reculture (Fig. 5). Thus, SEC exert a
cytotoxic and cytostatic effect that causes a profound inhibition of cell proliferation that persists in
Clone A cells that have been cultured with SEC for 8 or more hrs.
Endothelial cells mediate SEC toxicity
Since SEC are enriched for endothelial cells but contain 5% - 10% Kupffer cells, it is
possible that the toxic effect of SEC is mediated by Kupffer cells rather than by endothelial cells.
Several experiments suggest that the endothelial cells are the active inhibitory population rather than
the Kupffer cells. First, enriched murine Kupffer cell preparations at ratios of 10 Kupffer cells: 1
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CRCcell inducedlessthan5%lossof calceinAM fluorescencein eitherCloneA or CX-1ceils
after24hr of coculture(datanotshown).Second,incubationof SECwith 10 btg/ml gadolinium
chloride (GaC13) inhibited Kupffer cell phagocytic function by 59% (data not shown), but did not
block SEC-mediated toxicity to Clone A cells: Clone A ceils in SEC co-culture with Gacl 3
displayed a 75 -,- 4% Metabolic Activity compared to 68 --.3% for Clone A cells cultured for 24 hr
with SEC but without GaC13, P=NS. Since GaC13 pretreatment at doses that inhibit phagocytosis
also block the ability of Kupffer cells to kill tumor cells (21), the experiments with GaC13 suggest
that SEC rather than Kupffer cells are toxic to Clone A cells.
Cytokine Production By SEC Cocultured With Human CRC
Exogenous cytokines activate endothelial ceils to be cytotoxic to tumor cells (5) but SEC
may produce cytokines on co-culture with CRC that then mediate the loss of Clone A ceils. The
spent media from the cultures of SEC alone, CRC alone, and the SEC-CRC cocultures were
examined for their content of the murine cytokines IL-la and TNF-a after 24 hr of coculture.
Media from human CRC cells cultured alone did not contain murine cytokines (data not shown).
The murine SEC cultured alone produced approximately 29 pg/mL of IL-la and no detectable
TNF-a. SEC cultured with either CX-1 or Clone A cells did not produce more IL-lct or TNF-ct
(data not shown). These results suggest that the toxic effect of SEC on CRC is not likely to be
mediated by the inflammatory cytokines IL-la or TNF-a.
The Role of Nitric Oxide in Clone A Cell Toxicity
Nitric oxide (NO) is an important regulatory molecule produced by both endothelial and
Kupffer cells. When CRC cells were cocultured with confluent SEC monolayers for 24 ha', NO
production was measured indirectly by assaying the amount of nitrite formed in the conditioned
medium. Cultures of SEC and Clone A by themselves did not produce detectable amounts of NO
whereas CX-1 produced 9.4 btM nitrite (Table 1). However, when the human CRC cell lines were
cultured with SEC, the conditioned media only contained 2.2 - 8.5 btM nitrite (Table 1).
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To furtherexaminetheroleof NO in theinteractionbetweenSECandCloneA cells,Clone
A cells were cocultured with SEC in the presence of NMMA, a specific nitric oxide synthase
inhibitor. NO production and the toxic effect of SEC were inhibited significantly by doses of
NMMA greater than 10 -4 mM (Fig. 6). Doses greater than 1 mM of NMMA did not effect the
viability or proliferation of Clone A cells (data not shown). When Clone A and CX-1 cells were
exposed for 48 hr to 0.019 - 1.9 mM of sodium nitroprusside, a NO donor, at concentrations that
are at least two orders of magnitude greater than that measured in the media of SEC cocultures,
they remained viable and proliferated as well as untreated controls (Fig. 7A). When other
inhibitors were assessed for their effect on SEC-mediated toxicity to CRC, dexamethasone but not
EDTA inhibited SEC toxicity to Clone A ('Table 2). NO is toxic to tumor ceils but requires
concentrations that are at least an order of magnitude greater to kill tumor cells than are detectable in
our cultures (5). These results suggest that Clone A cells are not intrinsically more sensitive to
exogenous NO than CX-1 cells and also support a regulatory rather than direct toxicity role for
NO.
SEC also produce superoxide (O2-) and peroxides that may be toxic to CRC. To test the
toxicity of these reactive oxygen species, Clone A and CX-1 cells were added to SEC monolayers
in the presence of SOD or CAT that scavange O 2- and peroxides, respectively. Neither SOD nor
CAT affected the viability of CX-1 cells cultured with SEC (Table 3). However, SOD blocked
nearly 60% of the SEC-mediated toxicity to Clone A cells whereas CAT did not (Table 3). When
CX-1 and Clone A cells were incubated with SIN-l, an O 2- donor, the proliferation of Clone A,
but not CX-1, cells was inhibited (Fig. 7B). Finally, lysates of Clone A cells contained 15% less
SOD activity than CX-1 cells: 5.26 units/rag protein vs 6.19 units/mg protein. These results
suggest that Clone A ceils are more sensitive to O 2- and related compounds than CX-1 cells and
support the concept that SEC-mediated toxicity involves O2-.
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DISCUSSION
Our studies suggest that hepatic SEC use NO and 0 2- to inhibit the growth of weakly
metastatic Clone A human colorectal carcinoma cells. We focused on the interaction between
tumor cells and SEC because intravital videomicroscopy studies (7, 22) suggest that tumor cells
most commonly impact against the endothelium lining the periportal hepatic sinusoids. This
impaction occurs in sinusoids that are not stimulated by pretreatment with cytokines. As a result, it
is important to assess the function of unstimulated cells lining the hepatic sinusoid in order to
elucidate how host ceils interact with tumor cells during implantation. We found that the in vitro
effects of SEC on CRC viability parallel the ability of these two CRC cell lines to survive in mouse
liver. To our knowledge, this is the first report that untreated hepatic SEC may be toxic to
carcinoma cells. Certainly, Li and colleagues (5, 6) have demonstrated that mouse pulmonary
microvessel endothelial cells kill metastatic tumor ceils if activated by pretreatment with cytokines.
Furthermore, Rocha et al. (23) have demonstrated that liver endothelial cells participated in T-cell-
dependent host resistance to lymphoma metastasis in the liver through the release of NO. Our
results extend these earlier observations because they suggest that the metastatic potential of human
CRC may be related inversely to their sensitivity to SEC-mediated growth inhibition.
Monolayers of hepatic SEC were necessary to adequately test the possibility that the
endothelium was toxic to the CRC. The collagenase perfusion technique modified from the
procedure of SmedsrOd (11) and Knook et al (24) provides an excellent cell suspension which
forms monolayers readily with retention of functional activity (25 - 27). The isolated SEC were
similar to those described by SmedsrOd et al (11). Although Braet et al. (28) reported that they
were not able to culture SEC for longer than 4 days, our SEC cultures maintained viability for at
least 7 days which was probably due to the use of a medium that was optimized for human
microvascular endothelial cell culture. Unfortunately, we found that murine hepatic sinusoidal
endothelial cells only underwent 3 - 4 divisions before becoming quiescent. This prevented us
from cloning these cells to isolate them to purity as Li et al. (5) did in their initial studies.
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However,ourdatasuggesthatendothelialcellsarethetoxic effectorcell because1) 10:1 ratios of
enriched populations of Kupffer cells to tumor ceils were not toxic to CRC and 2) doses of GaC13
that inhibit tumoricidal or static activity by Kupffer cells (21) did not block SEC toxicity to CRC.
Attempts to clone the hepatic endothelial cell will have to await the development of a better medium
to support their continued proliferation.
SEC may have been partially activated during their isolation from the liver. While all
materials used were endotoxin-free, non-parenchymal cell populations may be activated during
isolation because endogenous pyrogens may be present or liberated into the portal blood of certain
species and lead to low level chronic activation of both parenchymal and non-parenchymal cells
(29). However, the low levels of nitrite and cytokines suggest that the SEC were not activated
significantly during their isolation.
NO is produced by endothelial cells (30) and may have cytostatic effects on tumor cells
(31, 32). NO is derived from the terminal guanido-nitrogen of L-arginine (33, 34) by two
constitutive nitric oxide synthases (cNOS) or one inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) (32, 35,
36). The two cNOS enzymes are present in endothelial cells and brain, whereas i_NOS is produced
in inflammatory cells and endothelial cells. Ceils expressing a cNOS rapidly and transiently
produce small amounts of NO, whereas cells expressing iNOS produce larger amounts of NO after
an induction phase (37). Several recent reports suggest that normal and neoplastic colonic
epithelial cells produce both cNOS and iNOS (38 - 41). The amount of NO produced in our
cocultures is low (0 - 9 _tM) compared to the amount present in the cultures of Li et al., (6) who
observed that concentrations greater than 80 p.M of NO were associated with significant tumor
lysis. The sensitivity of Clone A ceils to SEC is not likely to be due to the NO produced by the
SEC in these experiments since exposure of CRC to SNP at NO concentrations at least two orders
of magnitude greater than was present in the CRC-SEC cocultures was not toxic to Clone A. In
addition, the protein levels of cNOS and iNOS in CRC and SEC cultures were low as assessed by
western blot and did not increase during the short period of co-culture (data not shown).
However, NO may regulate the function of nuclear transcription factors that control cytokine and
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oxygenradicalproduction(42). Inhibitionof thelow levelsof NO seenin theseculturesmayhave
profoundeffectson theexpressionof othercytotoxicmechanisms.Theability of dexamethasone
to inhibit SECtoxicity to CloneA cellssupportssucha possibility. Thelow levelsof IL-I(_ and
TNF-a presentin theCRC-SECcoculturesalsosuggesthatthesecytokinesarenot thecauseof
deathof CloneA cells. Interestingly,incubationwith eithermurineorhumanrecombinantIL-la
or TNF-ctwasnot growthinhibitoryto CloneA or CX-1 evenat dosesthatwereten-foldhigher
thanin theCRC-SECcocultures(datanotshown). Furtherwork is necessaryto elucidatethese
points,butourdatasupportarolefor NO asanintermediateregulatorratherthanproximate
effectorof toxicity to tumorcells.
Superoxideanionandrelatedspeciesappearto bethetoxicmediatorof theSECeffectsince
SOD andnotcatalaseblockedtheeffectof SECandthe02- donorSIN-1was toxic to Clone A
cells with kinetics that were similar to that of the SEC-mediated effect. The roles of reactive
oxygen species and antioxidants within carcinomas are controversial. Reactive oxygen species
include NO, O2-, and peroxides and have effects on tumor cells that are similar to ionizing
radiation in that they may cause DNA damage as well as lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation
(43). These reactive oxygen species may either kill tumor cells or accelerate genomic instability
and promote tumor progression (44). The levels of reactive oxygen species are increased in
colorectal carcinoma and polyps (45, 46). Arrayed against the oxidative potential of these reactive
oxygen species are the antioxidants SOD, catalase, glutathione peroxidase, and Bcl-2 among others
(47). Several investigators have found in colorectal carcinoma that the levels of SOD2 activity are
increased in primary colorectal carcinomas (48 - 50), although others (51, 52) observed a decrease
in SOD activity. Interestingly, SOD activity has been directly associated with aneuploidy (50)
which may be an indicator of an aggressive cancer. The net balance of antioxidants and reactive
oxygen species may determine the ability of tumor cells to respond to oxidative stress. The lower
level of SOD activity in Clone A cells may be associated with a decreased ability to survive the
oxidative stress produced by SEC. Finally, since exogenous SOD decreased the SEC-mediated
toxicity by slightly more than 50%, other mechanisms of cell death may account for the remaining
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toxicity. Eitheranotheranti-oxidantdefensemechanismsuchasBcl-2orglutathioneperoxidaseis
decreasedin CloneA cellsor theremaybeasecondmechanismof cell deathpresent.Futurework
remainsto sortout thesepossibilities.
Thepatternof SODandNMMA inhibitionof SEC-mediatedtoxicitycombinedwith
sensitivityto SIN-1raisesthepossibilitythatO2-maynotbe theultimatemediatorof toxicity.
SquadritoandPryor(53)haveshownthatNO andO2-combinetoproduceperoxynitritewhich is
highly reactiveandmayexplainthelow levelsof nitriteobservedinourdata.Attemptsto assess
directly 02- andperoxideconcentrationin SECwith fluorescentprobesdemonstratedthatCloneA
tendedto increasetherelativeamountof both reactiveoxygenspeciesin SECwhereasCX-1did
not (datanotshown). Possibly,peroxynitriteis theactivemediator.
In summary,murineSECaffectedtheviability andproliferationof weaklymetastaticClone
A humanCRCmorethanhighlymetastaticCX-1cells. As a result, SEC may have a major effect
in determining the establishment of metastasis by colorectal carcinoma. The nature of the
sensitivity of the weakly metastatic CRC or the resistance to SEC toxicity by the highly metastatic
CRC is of practical importance and needs to be elucidated further. Modulation of the ability of
SEC to produce NO and O 2- may have important consequences for the establishment of
metastases.
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Figure 1. Phase-contrast and fluorescence micrographs of SEC taken after cultivation 48 hr in
MCDB131 medium. (x 200, Bar equals 10 p.).
A): Cultured endothelial cells display a cobble stone appearance on fibronectin
coated well. Membrane ruffling is absent.
B): More than 90% positive of SEC are labeled with DiI-Ac-LDL. Observed
through the rhodamine channel.
C): SEC appear to be viable as they metabolize calcein AM and are observed
through the fluorescein channel..
Figure o Morphological changes in Clone A and CX-1 ceils cocultured with SEC. Clone A
(A, C, E, G) or CX-1 (B, D, F, I-I) were cocultured with SEC as indicated in the
"Materials and Methods" for 1 hr (A and B), 24 hr (C and D), 48 In" (E and F), or
alone for 24 b.a"(G and I--I). The first aggregates of 2 - 4 Clone A cells cultured
with SEC were seen at 48 hr after after coculture with SEC, whereas CX-1 cells
produced nearly confluent colonies by this time. The white bar is 10 _t (200x).
Figure 3. The effect of SEC on the % metabolic activity of Clone A and CX-1 cells. CRC
cells were prelabelled with the fluorescent probes Rd-Dx and calcein AM as
described in "Materials and Methods" and added to SEC monolayers [( • ) Clone A
or ( O ) CX-1] or cultured alone as controls [( [] ) Clone A or ( [] ) CX-1].
Fluorescing tumor cells were identified at the times indicated and the % Metabolic
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Activity wasmeasuredasequalto [1 - (CellsthatareCalceinAM-/Rd-Dx + ) / All
Rd-Dx + cells] x 100. The % Metabolic Activity of Clone A/SEC cocultures
decreases significantly from that of CX-1/SEC cocultures after 4 hr as detected by
ANOVA and the Fisher PSLD multivariate tests of significance. P values compare
co-cultures of Clone A cells with SEC to Clone A cells alone.
Figure I Effect of SEC coculture on the viability and recoverability of Clone A cells. Clone
A / SEC cocultures were established as described in Figures 2 and 3. At i - 24 hr
Clone A cells were recovered by trypsinization and the numbers of cells recovered
determined as a percentage of the original number of Clone A cells plated (A), as a
percentage of trypan blue dye-excluding viable cells 03) or as a percentage of the
total viable cells that were recovered (i.e., the product of the values in A and B are
expressed in (C)).
Figure . The effect of SEC on the Proliferation of Clone A cells. Clone A cells were placed
on SEC monolayers for 1( O ), 4 ( 121), 8 ( • ), or 24 ( • ) hours, recovered as
described in Figure 4 and 2 x 104 viable ceils cultured alone per microtiter well in
fresh RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FCS for I - 3 days. Cell proliferation was
assayed with crystal violet and compared to the proliferation of Clone A cells that
had not been exposed to SEC monolayers ( A ). The results suggest that coculture
with SEC for longer than 8 hr inhibits cell proliferation.
Figure o Inhibition of nitrite production and loss of toxicity to Clone A cells cocultured with
SEC by treatment with a nitric oxide synthase inhibitor. NMMA (10 -8 to I raM)
was added to confluent SEC monolayers cocultured with Clone A cells. The %
Metabolic Activity and nitrite in the spent medium were measured after 24 hr of
coculture. The nitrite levels are expressed as percentage of the amount of nitrite
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producedin theuntreatedSEC-CloneA cocultures.The reduction in nitrite
production and the increase in metabolic activity of the Clone A cells was significant
at (p<0.01) for NMMA concentrations greater than 10 .4 raM.
Figure m The Effect of NO and Superoxide Anion Donors on CRC Cell Proliferation. Clone
A ( • ) or CX-1 ( n ) cells were plated at 2 x 104 cells/well in 96-well microtiter
plates in complete medium and exposed to 10 - 1200 _tM of SNP (A) or SIN-1 (B)
for 48 hr. Cell proliferation was then assessed by the crystal violet assay. The
results suggest that SIN-1 inhibits the proliferation of Clone A, but not CX-1, cells.
In contrast, SNP does not appear to have an effect on either cell line.
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Table 1. Nitrite levels in human colorectal carcinoma and murine
SEC co-cultures.
Cell Line SEC Nitrite (p.M)
- - <0.1
- + <0.1
CX-1 - 9.4
CX-1 + 2.9
aone A - <0.1
Clone A + 8.5
- Absence of Cell line or SEC. Absence of both cell types is the medium control.
+ Presence of Cell Line or SEC as described in "Materials and Methods"
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Table 2. Dexamethasone and NMMA Inhibit
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SEC-Mediated Toxicity
CRC Line Substrate Inhibitor % Metabolic Activi_ P
CX-1 None None 99 -,- 2 -
CX-1 SEC None 97 -,- 1 NS
CX-1 SEC NMMA ND
CX-1 SEC EDTA 97 -*-2 NS
CX-1 SEC DEX 98 -,- 2 NS
Clone A None None 99 -,- 1 -
Clone A SEC None 72 ±4 <0.001
Clone A SEC NMMA 95 ± 3 NS
Clone A SEC EDTA 66 ± 5 <0.001
Clone A SEC DEX 88 ± 5 NS
.Clone A or CX-1 ceils (2 x 104 cells/well) were added to microtiter wells in quadruplicate that had
either confluent monolayers of SEC at ratios of I tumor cell: 10 SEC or no SEC (Plastic). The
inhibitors were added simultaneously at lmM NMMA, 10 mM EDTA (in medium that lacked
Ca++), and 10 _g/ml dexamethasone (DEX). The % Metabolic Activity was determined after 24 hr
of coculture. Mean ± SEM are presented with comparisons to the tumor ceils cultured alone. ND -
not determined. NS - not significant.
3O
Table 3. Effect of Superoxide Dismutase (SOD)
on the Metabolic Activity of CX-1 and Clone A
cultured With SEC
% Metabolic
CRC Line Substrate Inhibitor Activity
CX-1 None None 86 -,- 2
CX-1 SEC None 86 -,- 2
CX-1 SEC SOD 91 ± 2
CX-1 SEC Cat 94 ± 1
Edmiston et al.
and Catalase (Cat)
Carcinoma cells co-
% Inhibition P Value
- NS
0
0 NS
0 NS
Clone A None None 98 ± 1
Clone A SEC None 67 ± 10 100
Clone A SEC SOD 86 ± 3 38
Clone A SEC Cat 68 ± 12 95
<0.001
<0.001
NS
2 x 104 fluorescent dye-labeled Clone A or CX-1 cells were overlaid on SEC monolayers in the
presence or absence of 1 mM SOD or catalase (Cat), incubated for 24 hr and % Metabolic Activity
determined as described in "Materials and Methods".
Results are presented as Mean ± SEM with P values determined by ANOVA against the SEC-CRC
positive control.
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